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Abstract

Technical and scientific knowledge is produced at an ever-accelerating pace, leading to increasing issues when trying to automatically organize or process it, e.g., when searching for relevant prior work. Knowledge can today be produced both in unstructured (plain text) and structured (metadata or linked data) forms. However, unstructured content is still the most dominant form used to represent scientific knowledge. In order to facilitate the extraction and discovery of relevant content, new automated and scalable methods for processing, structuring and organizing scientific knowledge are called for. In this context, a number of applications are emerging, ranging from Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Entity Linking tools for scientific papers to specific platforms leveraging information extraction techniques to organize scientific knowledge. In this thesis, we tackle the tasks of Entity Recognition, Disambiguation and Linking in idiosyncratic domains with an emphasis on scientific literature. Furthermore, we study the related task of co-reference resolution with a specific focus on named entities.

We start by exploring Named Entity Recognition, a task that aims to identify the boundaries of named entities in textual contents. We propose a new method to generate candidate named entities based on n-gram collocation statistics and design several entity recognition features to further classify them. In addition, we show how the use of external knowledge bases (either domain-specific like DBLP or generic like DBPedia) can be leveraged to improve the effectiveness of NER for idiosyncratic domains. Subsequently, we move to Entity Disambiguation, which is typically performed after entity recognition in order to link an entity to a knowledge base. We propose novel semi-supervised methods for word disambiguation leveraging the structure of a community-based ontology of scientific concepts. Our approach exploits the graph structure that connects different terms and their definitions to automatically identify the correct sense that was originally picked by the authors of a scientific publication. We then turn to co-reference resolution, a task aiming at identifying entities that appear using various forms throughout the text. We propose an approach to type entities leveraging an inverted index built on top of a knowledge base, and to subsequently re-assign entities based on the semantic relatedness of the introduced types.

Finally, we describe an application which goal is to help researchers discover and manage scientific publications. We focus on the problem of selecting relevant tags to organize collections of research papers in that context. We experimentally demonstrate that the use of a community-authored ontology together with information about the position of the concepts in the documents allows to significantly increase the precision of tag selection over standard methods.
Abstract
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Zusammenfassung


Zusammenfassung

der gefunden Typen neu zuzuordnen.

Sommario

Una delle conseguenze del rapido sviluppo delle conoscenze tecniche e scientifiche è la produzione di quantità sempre maggiori di dati che, data la loro mole, diventano sempre più difficili da gestire ed elaborare, e.g., durante la ricerca di fonti bibliografiche. Nonostante questi dati possano essere strutturati (metadati o dati collegati) o non strutturati (testo libero), al giorno d’oggi gran parte della conoscenza scientifica è rappresentata con dati non strutturati.Questo motiva il pressante bisogno di nuovi metodi automatici e scalabili che semplifichino l’elaborazione e la scoperta di nuova conoscenza scientifica. In questo contesto trovano spazio varie applicazioni ottimizzate di ricerca che includono, ad esempio, strumenti per il riconoscimento di entità nominate (Named Entity Recognition o NER), e per la connessione di entità presenti in documenti scientifici a diverse base di conoscenza (Entity Linking). Tali strumenti fanno abbondante uso di tecniche di estrazione di informazione per organizzare e gestire la conoscenza scientifica. In questa tesi trattiamo il riconoscimento (Entity Recognition), la disambiguazione (Entity Disambiguation), ed il collegamento (Entity Linking) di entità facenti parte di domini specifici, in particolare della letteratura scientifica.

Inizialmente affrontiamo il problema del riconoscimento di entità nominate, il cui scopo è identificare le frontiere delle entità nominate presenti in un dato contenuto testuale, propendendo un nuovo metodo per la generazione di nomi di entità a partire da statistiche sulle co-occorrenze di N-grammi. Mostriamo anche come basi di conoscenza esterne possono essere sfruttate per migliorare l’efficacia di sistemi di NER in domini specifici e come i metodi che descriviamo possono essere applicati sia a basi di conoscenza relative ad un dominio specifico (e.g., DBLP) che a basi di conoscenza generiche come (e.g., DBpedia). Successivamente sposteremo la nostra attenzione sulla disambiguazione di entità (Entity Disambiguation). Questo passaggio consiste nel collegare un frammento di testo rappresentante un’entità ad una voce presente in una base di conoscenza tenendo in considerazione che, a dipendenza del contesto, lo stesso frammento di testo può essere associato a diverse voci in essa contenute. In questo contesto proponiamo dei nuovi metodi semi-supervisionati per la disambiguazione di parole che sfruttano la struttura di una ontologia di concetti scientifici curata da una comunità di utenti. Il nostro approccio identifica il senso di un termine immerso in un dato contesto utilizzando un grafo che connette vari termini scientifici alle loro definizioni. Un altro tema chiave che approfondiamo è la risoluzione di coreferenze (Co-reference Resolution), che consiste nell’identificare entità che appaiono in un testo in diverse forme. In questo ambito proponiamo un approccio che sfrutta il tipo (o i tipi) di un’entità per selezionare le corrette forme testuali con cui essa viene rappresentata nel testo.
Per finire descriviamo un'applicazione atta a promuovere e gestire la ricerca di pubblicazioni scientifiche. In dettaglio, studiamo come etichettare articoli scientifici al fine facilitarne la catalogazione. I nostri esperimenti mostrano che l’utilizzo di un’ontologia curata da una comunità di utenti assieme ad informazione sulla posizione di vari concetti scientifici all’interno di articoli accademici aumenta notevolmente la precisione dell’algoritmo di etichettatura rispetto a metodi standard.
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1 Introduction

The way knowledge is represented in modern information systems is undergoing rapid changes that lead to significant shifts in the way core web applications operate. Over the last years, one important form of knowledge representation has been consolidated under the concept of so-called Knowledge Graphs. Knowledge Graphs are essentially entity-centric knowledge bases that store interlinked factual knowledge about entities. They embody entities along with their relationships and associated properties in a much richer form than traditional relational databases with rigid schemas. Relational database requires data to be stored in tabular form with a predefined schema, such as customer data, with names, ages and addresses. Entity-centric information, on the other hand, is schemaless and is best described by object-oriented data model with classes, subclasses, and instances, where instances can have pointers to other instances (ontologies).

Much of the valuable information in Knowledge Graphs comes from extracting it from unstructured and semi-structured (i.e., web pages) textual resources on a large scale. Nevertheless, they do not replace existing unstructured data sources. Instead, they act as a semantic layer on top of the them and continuously extract and store valuable information [33]. As compared to traditional full-text indexes, information extracted and stored in Knowledge Graphs spans beyond mere keywords. Entities can appear in various forms in a text and, more importantly, the same words may or may not refer to the same entity in different contexts, which makes searching entities using keyword indexes error-prone.

One of the most prominent examples of knowledge graphs in Computer Science community is DBpedia [17], which structures the data extracted from Wikipedia. Entities in DBpedia correspond to pages in Wikipedia, but contain structured semantic properties, such as dates and places of birth, profession, etc. for entities that represent people. The advent of DBpedia and other knowledge bases gave birth to a variety of novel and effective methods for tackling knowledge extraction and discovery tasks [149, 37]. Question answering systems have flourished and now make heavy use of factual properties about entities [154, 144, 124, 83], search result diversification can take types of entities into account to make results more diverse [153, 129], and, of course, various analyses on how entities are related to each other via...
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Many large companies also embarked on their own knowledge graph projects, namely the Knowledge Graph\(^1\) from Google, Satori Knowledge Base\(^2\) from Microsoft Bing, Facebook Open Graph\(^3\) and IBM Concept Insights\(^4\) that is currently used to extract concepts from articles in the ACM Digital Library. Such graph-based data representations currently back some of their main products. Google search, for instance now considers a query like “abraham lincoln” as more than just two distinct keywords but rather as a whole entity with properties and links to other entities (Figure 1.1). This provides significant business value for companies, since users can often find the necessary information directly on a search results page, thus potentially staying longer on the website.

While giant tech companies have the resources to build general purpose knowledge graphs to support their applications, such graphs are not sufficient for many idiosyncratic domains as they do not capture specific vertical knowledge. In the context of this thesis, we define idiosyncratic domains as vertical fields of knowledge having their own terminology. Examples of idiosyncratic domains include physics, chemistry, biomedicine, computer science, etc. Contrary to general knowledge domains, emerging sub-areas of idiosyncratic domains often lack well-established terminology in the knowledge graph, which makes them harder to analyze. Existing academic applications mainly focus on reference managers for organizing

---

\(^1\)https://www.google.com/intl/en/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html
\(^2\)https://blogs.bing.com/search/2013/03/21/understand-your-world-with-bing
\(^3\)https://developers.facebook.com/docs/opengraph
bibliography, such as Mendeley\textsuperscript{5} and Zotero\textsuperscript{6}. However, Knowledge graphs are likely to be of even greater importance for idiosyncratic domains, because they are harder to index, search and understand than general knowledge.

Therefore, it is worth investigating what methods and solutions are necessary to mine structure and knowledge from and for idiosyncratic domains. These methods range from identification of relevant entities in textual data, to disambiguating them among existing knowledge graph entities, to resolving multiple appearances of an entity inside a given text (see Chapter 2). Finally, it is equally important to search for innovative use cases of idiosyncratic knowledge that can, for instance, foster scientific research. This thesis improves on both state-of-the-art methods for solving existing tasks related to the construction of knowledge graphs, as well as elaborates on new innovative use cases for idiosyncratic data. These topics are introduced in more detail below.

1.1 Knowledge extraction

Knowledge extraction is a complex task that involves identifying entities and relationships from unstructured or semi-structured documents (e.g. PDFs, Rich Text Documents, HTML web pages, etc.), as well as structured sources (databases). The procedure typically involves multiple steps, depending on the required level of granularity of the extraction process and on the application. Individual steps include tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (Section 1.1.1), Entity Disambiguation (Section 1.1.2), extraction of relations between entities, coreference resolution (Section 1.1.3), fine-grained typing of entities, etc. Furthermore, these steps can be interconnected. For example, relation extraction and coreference resolution steps depend on the entity recognition and disambiguation; also, high-precision coreference resolution can contribute back to improving the quality of entity recognition. The state-of-the-art solutions to most of these problems require labeled data to learn from which can be hard to obtain depending on the application (see Section 2.3).

1.1.1 Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of recognizing an entity mention in a text, and possibly assigning a type to this entity, such as “Person” or “Location”. Most NER systems also treat various numerical expressions as entities, for example dates and times, temperature and volume values, etc. Thus, it is considered to consist of two separate parts: identification of an entity boundary (entity mention) and assignment of a type to an entity. The entity to recognize, however, does not have to be present in any knowledge base in order to be identified.

Despite the large amounts of publications on the topic over the last decade, NER is far from being solved. The most important issues include reducing the amount of manual labor

\textsuperscript{5}https://www.mendeley.com

\textsuperscript{6}https://www.zotero.org/
required to train supervised classifiers, multi-domain robustness of the methods (or lack of effective NER systems for certain domains, such as idiosyncratic ones), and fine-grained type assignment (e.g., “Politician” is a fine-grained type as compared to “Person”).

Nested entities and abstractions represent another set of challenges in NER. For example, in a phrase “brands such as BMW, Volkswagen, and Audi”, there are three entities that represent car manufacturers, but also the whole phrase can refer to an entity “Automotive Industry”. Likewise, in a phrase “automotive company created by Henry Ford in 1903”, there is an entity “Henry Ford” and a date “1903”, but the whole phrase also refers to an entity “Ford Motor Company”.

The major issues with NER on idiosyncratic data are the large variety of such named entities and emerging entities, which means they are not yet present in many knowledge bases. This leads to an impossibility to use dictionaries of entity labels, as for the case of well-known geographical locations or person names. Another problem is that idiosyncratic entities are often not syntactically distinguishable in text, using title-casing for example, which means that a NER system basically needs to somehow identify candidate entities directly from text and then classify whether it is an entity or not. This work tackles the problem of NER in idiosyncratic domains in Chapter 3, on an example of Physics and Computer Science domains.

1.1.2 Named Entity Disambiguation

The purpose of the Entity Disambiguation task is to associate (link) entities from an existing knowledge base to an entity mention. Thus, identifying entity mentions in the text is a necessary prerequisite step for this task. The joint process of finding entity mentions and the subsequent disambiguation step is referred to as Entity Linking.

The problem of disambiguation arises when labels of multiple entities from a knowledge base match a given entity mention. Candidate entities for a given mention are typically generated from the labels of such entities that are either already available in a knowledge base, or extracted from a manually annotated textual corpus, such as Wikipedia. Consider the following sentence: “Roosevelt has consistently been ranked by scholars as one of the greatest U.S. presidents”. Here, the entity mention “Roosevelt” is ambiguous, since it can refer to a multitude of entities (people, places, etc.); even if a system is somehow able to understand that the mention refers to a person who is a president of the United States, there are still two presidents whose last names are Roosevelt.

Major classes of ambiguous mentions include first and last names of people when they appear separately, as well as names of geographical locations, e.g., cities. However, in general it is also incorrect to blindly link a mention to a single candidate entity, since this mention can also be a so-called NIL entity (not an entity), which can often happen with titles of artistic works, such as titles of movies, songs and books.

Another large class of ambiguous mentions are acronyms that ubiquitously present in id-
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Idiosyncratic content. This work tackles the problem of acronym disambiguation for the case of Computer Science and Biomedical domains in Chapter 4.

1.1.3 Coreference resolution

Coreference resolution aims to identify additional mentions of entities in a text that are made via coreferences. Coreferences can be pronouns for entities of type “Person”, but can also be other nouns or phrases, such as phrases with words “this” or “the” as a qualifier, e.g. “I have visited the Rushmore Mountain. This mountain is very beautiful.”

Solving coreference resolution allows to collect additional contexts in which entities are used, thus helping to better understand unknown and emerging entities, their types, their properties or collect personal opinions about them [9, 43, 6]. This thesis tackles the problem of coreference resolution with a particular focus on noun-based coreferences using ontology-based methods in Chapter 5.

1.2 Knowledge Extraction and User-Generated Content

Increase of global access to the Internet led to the accelerated growth of user-generated content, including textual content. English Wikipedia, for example, has currently grown to more than 10 million articles. Most of the articles contain one or more links to other Wikipedia entities (pages), all added by numerous volunteers around the world. Currently, the total number of such links in Wikipedia exceeds 78 millions. This data allows to extract textual labels for named entities at scale, significantly improving recall of modern Entity Recognition and Entity Linking systems [92, 89]. Furthermore, this data can be used to calculate usage statistics for labels and entities, which allows to compute both conditional probabilities of entities for a given label, and probabilities of labels for a given entity. Subsequently, since natural text exhibits more or less the same properties as Wikipedia articles, these probabilities represent one of the most powerful baselines for Entity Linking systems [51].

The amount of information has also grown in idiosyncratic domains, such as the increased number of scientific publications on arxiv.org. The content, however, typically does not contain well-marked entities and can be considered as semi-structured texts. Nevertheless, one can develop statistical models to understand these vast amounts of unstructured data; for example, one can build n-gram models for extracting key phrases from a single document [73, 142], or it is possible to identify and extract entities from collections of similar documents. This thesis elaborates on extracting named entities from idiosyncratic data in Chapter 3.
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1.3 The ScienceWISE System

As we mentioned earlier, scholar applications mostly focus on organization of bibliography by means of manual categorization. Such systems, however, do not perform deep semantic analysis of the vast amounts of available scientific literature. Over the course of this thesis, we have participated in research and development of a conceptually novel system called ScienceWISE\(^8\)\(^3\) (Figure 1.2). The goal of the system is to facilitate scientific research by providing easy ways to navigate through and discover scientific literature, as well as organize collections of related work on any topic. Newly arrived articles are ranked according to the interest of users, which is based on concepts. The core of the system is an expert-curated ontology of scientific concepts, which is essentially a knowledge graph that holds scientific concepts (entities), their labels, and various relationships among them. This ontology constantly evolves and grows with the help of the researchers that use the system daily. When researchers add articles to their collections, the system suggests a list of concepts to tag the paper with, including candidate concepts that are not part of the knowledge graph, but that are automatically added when people choose them. We detail the workflow of the system and investigate the problem of recommending concepts for better tagging of scientific articles in Chapter 6.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

The goal of this thesis is to develop better the methods and applications to mine structured data and knowledge from and for idiosyncratic domains. In practice, we implement several systems that can act independently or be parts of a larger knowledge extraction pipeline.

\(^7\)http://arxiv.org/stats/monthly_submissions
\(^8\)http://sciencewise.info

Figure 1.2 – Interface of the ScienceWISE System.
In the following, we detail our contributions and list the associated conference and journal papers we have published along our research work. We tackle the previously discussed tasks of NER, entity disambiguation in the context of idiosyncratic knowledge, as well as few other methods related to general knowledge graph construction.

A) **Knowledge extraction** is a multi-step process where the number and the steps themselves can vary depending on the use case. In that context, our research focused on two primary stages of almost any knowledge extraction pipeline, namely Named Entity Recognition and Entity Disambiguation, and on the Coreference Resolution task, which allows to gather even more information about entities:

**Named Entity Recognition:** In this first work, we proposed novel approaches for NER on idiosyncratic document collections (such as scientific articles) based on inspection and classification of n-grams. We designed and evaluated several entity recognition features—ranging from well-known part-of-speech tags to n-gram co-location statistics and decision trees—to classify candidates. We evaluated our system on two test collections created from a set of Computer Science and Physics papers and compared it against state-of-the-art supervised methods. Experimental results showed that a careful combination of the features we propose yield up to 85% NER accuracy over scientific collections and substantially outperforms state-of-the-art approaches such as those based on maximum entropy.


**Entity Disambiguation:** In another work, we proposed novel semi-supervised methods to entity disambiguation leveraging the structure of a community-based ontology of scientific concepts. Our approach exploits the graph structure that connects different concepts and their definitions to automatically identify the correct sense that was meant by the authors of a scientific publication. Experimental evidence over two different test collections from the physics and biomedical domains shows that the proposed method is effective and outperforms state-of-the-art approaches based on feature vectors constructed out of term co-occurrences as well as standard supervised approaches.


**Coreference resolution:** In our latest work, we tackled the problem of resolving coreferences in textual content by leveraging Semantic Web techniques. Specifically, we focused on noun phrases that reference identifiable entities. We first applied state-of-the-art techniques to extract entities, noun phrases, and candidate coreferences. Then, we proposed an approach to type noun phrases using an inverted index built on top of a Knowledge Graph (e.g., DBpedia). Finally, we used the semantic
relatedness of the introduced types to improve the state-of-the-art techniques by splitting and merging coreference clusters. We evaluate our system on CoNLL datasets, and show how our techniques consistently improve the state of the art in coreference resolution.


B) The last part of the thesis presents a novel application for idiosyncratic data that helps researchers to organize and discover new articles, ScienceWISE. We focus specifically on:

**Tag recommendation:** where we tackled the problem of improving the relevance of automatically selected tags in large-scale ontology-based information systems. Contrary to traditional settings where tags can be chosen arbitrarily, we focused on the problem of recommending tags (e.g., concepts) directly from a user-driven ontology. We compared the effectiveness of a series of approaches to select the best tags ranging from traditional IR techniques such as TF-IDF weighting to novel techniques based on ontological distances and latent Dirichlet allocation. All our experiments are run against a real corpus of tags and documents extracted from the ScienceWise portal, which is connected to arXiv and is currently used by growing number of researchers.


### 1.4.1 Additional Contributions

In addition to the core contributions of this thesis, which are listed above, we also published the following pieces of work related to knowledge extraction and discovery.

1. We contributed to *TRank*[138], a system that ranks types of a known entity given the text this entity appears in. In that work, we extended the methods used by the system with new methods to find the most relevant entity type based on collection statistics and on the knowledge graph structure interconnecting entities and types.


2. In another work, we tackled the task of detecting and correcting grammatical errors of non-native English speakers. We proposed a series of approaches for correcting prepositions that leveraged n-gram statistics, association measures, and machine learning techniques. We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach on two test collections.
created from a set of English language exams and StackExchange forums.


1.5 Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews relevant work and existing methods tackling typical knowledge extraction and discovery tasks. Next, we delve into Named Entity Recognition (NER) for idiosyncratic domains in Chapter 3. We combine n-gram statistics from document collections and the structure of connections in domain-specific ontologies to develop a robust NER system. In Chapter 4 we present and evaluate an ontology-based entity disambiguation method for the case of scientific documents, where we exploit connections between entities in an ontology graph to disambiguate entity mentions. Chapter 5 continues our exploration of knowledge extraction tasks with the task of Coreference Resolution. We design a method that regroups entity mentions in coreference clusters based on their semantic properties on top of a state-of-the-art coreference resolution system. Finally, Chapter 6 gives a brief overview of the ScienceWISE system that employs knowledge extraction techniques to help researchers organize and discover scientific literature. In particular, we focus on recommending entities for tagging scientific articles. We conclude in Chapter 7 which summarizes our main findings and outlines future directions, as well as give an outlook for future developments on knowledge graphs.
# 2 Background in Knowledge Extraction and Discovery

## 2.1 Introduction

Knowledge extraction from unstructured data sources dates back to 1970s, the early days of Natural Language Processing (NLP), where knowledge extraction was motivated by the need to provide real-time news for financial traders [65, 7] and by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) which wanted to automate tasks such as searching news for possible links to terrorism [26]. Since then, knowledge extraction has evolved from basic tasks such as segmentation and part-of-speech tagging to more sophisticated ones that usually involve multiple steps, such as Named Entity Recognition, Entity Disambiguation, Co-reference Resolution, Relation Extraction, etc. [47].

In the following, we give some background on algorithms and systems leveraging knowledge extraction, and the techniques used for Named Entity Recognition, Entity Disambiguation and Coreference Resolution, which are the main themes covered in this thesis. Additional related work is also covered in the corresponding chapters.

## 2.2 Part-of-Speech Taggers

Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the task of annotating words in text with corresponding POS tags (nouns, verbs, etc.). The challenge in POS tagging lies in the fact that the same words can correspond to different parts of speech depending on the context (e.g., “to tag on facebook” – where “tag” is a verb vs. “part of speech tag” – where “tag” is a noun). POS tagging is important for many knowledge extraction tasks as POS tags are often used as features for more sophisticated problems. For example, they are used as a basis for dependency parsing [23]; NER systems also use POS tag patterns to mine new entity candidates [107, 112], while coreference resolution systems use POS tags to find co-referring entities [115, 114].

POS tagging is one of the earliest problems in information extraction. Early systems for POS tagging were developed in 1960s when the first large (∼1M words) manually annotated corpus
was created at Brown University. Currently, POS tagging for English is considered to be solved as modern state-of-the-art systems achieve ~97% accuracy. The top-performing methods for POS tagging are based on Maximum Entropy Models [141] and Neural Networks [25].

### 2.3 Named Entity Recognition

As we discussed in Chapter 1, Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of recognizing entity mentions in a text, and subsequently assigning types to these entities. Here, we refer to an entity as an element of text that exists by itself, "concretely or abstractly, physically or not"\(^1\), irrespectively of its presence in any knowledge base. An entity can be a person, an organization, or a location, although particular types of entities can vary (see Section 2.3.4). NER provides immense value to a multitude of applications, including search engines, relation extraction and Q&A systems. Search engines use NER to identify and index entities in documents and match them with entities identified in search queries to provide more accurate search results [50, 5]. Relation and fact extraction methods typically establish relationships between entities rather than arbitrary words [10], e.g., for the “place of birth” relation, the subject is typically an entity of type “person”, while the object is an entity of type “location”. Finally, NER had a positive impact on Q&A systems, improving the quality of answers [95, 140], as answers to many questions are often named entities.

#### 2.3.1 Supervised NER

Supervised learning currently remains the dominant technique for NER [97]. Supervised NER models are trained on manually labeled corpora, like the CoNLL corpus [137], where texts are marked with entity mentions and their associated types. Such methods are based on features that are automatically extracted from labeled corpora, such as words surrounding entities, POS tags patterns, character n-grams and word capitalization patterns [74, 40, 86]. The most prominent learning techniques include Maximum Entropy Classifiers [19], Conditional Random Fields [40] and Neural Networks [25].

#### 2.3.2 Semi-Supervised NER

As we discussed in the previous section, supervised NER requires large amounts of manually labeled data, which can be hard and expensive to obtain. This poses a problem for NER in specific domains of knowledge, such as science, technology and their sub-domains, since there are no large annotated corpora to train NER systems on. To address this issue, some researchers have focused on Semi-Supervised NER, where a method first receives a small amount of so-called seed entities, finds discriminative context cues for them, and then train a classifier to identify new entities with similar cues [97, 150, 72]. These contextual cues can be words, phrases or templates (e.g. "episodes of [TV program]") appearing together with an

\(^1\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entity
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entity of a particular type [150]. Wikipedia is typically used as a source of training data.

2.3.3 Unsupervised NER

Another direction of research is completely unsupervised NER, which also aims to solve the problem of getting obtaining labeled data. Many approaches in this context stem from the fact that the same entities tend to appear in documents on similar topics more often than other common nouns. Examples include studies on news articles [131], targeted twitter streams [80] and on scientific papers on the same topic [112]. Other approaches focus on identifying entity types based on co-occurrence of words in the context of an entity, where co-occurrence can be any statistical metric, such as Pointwise Mutual Information [36]. For instance, “London” probably co-occurs with the word “city” more often than with the word “country”. This is similar to the approaches in Section 2.3.2, with the difference that the initial list of entities is also extracted automatically, using domain-independent extraction patterns [36].

2.3.4 Domain-specific NER

Robust performance of NER systems across different domains of knowledge presents one of the major challenges of Entity Recognition [118]. Supervised NER requires labeled data for each new domain. In addition, the domain itself can be loosely defined. While it is possible to reduce the amount of labeled data needed with domain specific knowledge such as lists of entity labels and their types, they are not always available. Besides the high costs associated with the manual annotation of the training data, supervised NER also raises the problem of domain-dependent classifiers; For instance, models trained for news articles might not perform well on other types of documents [108]. Furthermore, in many technical domains entities are often not capitalized in texts, which significantly lowers the recall of NER systems trained with capitalization pattern features [112]. In this context, we believe that multi-step systems are the most effective ones. One part of the system takes advantage of entities that are available in knowledge bases and identifies them in text, effectively performing Entity Linking (see Section 2.4), while another part discovers new entities based on properties of the language, such as entity templates or phrase co-occurrence statistics. This thesis presents such a NER system in Chapter 3.

2.4 Entity Linking and Disambiguation

Entity Linking (EL) corresponds to the task of identifying entity mentions in a text and associating them with their corresponding entities from a knowledge base. EL is similar to NER in the way that entities need to be identified in a text, but differs from it in that the disambiguation of entities has to be performed. For instance, NER systems might identify an entity “Roosevelt” and assign a type “Person” to it, but EL systems have to explicitly say which “Roosevelt” the text is referring to.
Thus, EL consists of the two following steps:

- Identification of entity mentions in a text;
- Linking entity mentions to corresponding entities in a knowledge base (Entity Disambiguation).

The identification step can be performed either through a NER system or based on string matching approaches using the labels of entities that are available in the knowledge base. A combination of these methods is also possible, since NER systems are usually not able to identify entity mentions of all types. A special case of the disambiguation step is linking an entity mention to a so-called NIL entity. NIL refers to the case where a mention of an entity is found correctly, but this entity is not present in a target knowledge base. In this case, EL is similar to NER, except it does not need to assign a type to the NIL entity.

EL plays a key role in a wide range of applications, such as search engines and Q&A systems, in a similar way to NER. With EL, however, an entity mention is linked to a knowledge base/graph entry, thus additional properties of this entity can be leveraged. For instance, search engines could benefit by computing most popular properties and related entities to present on search result pages. Another possibility is to compute timelines of entities, for example to display important events in actors' careers [6].

### 2.4.1 Local models

Entity Linking attracted attention with the creation of Wikipedia, which became the world's largest encyclopedia in 2007 with over two million articles\(^2\). Naturally, articles in Wikipedia became associated with entities in a broad sense. Early works on the topic focused on so-called Local models that make use of textual context surrounding entity mentions to disambiguate them. “Wikify!” [89] and “Learning to Link with Wikipedia” [92] are considered to be the earliest works on EL in that area. “Wikify!” focuses on identifying and linking only the most important (for a given text) named entities, similar to how humans annotate Wikipedia articles. It uses TF-IDF and Key-phraseness metrics to compute the importance of candidate entity mentions in a document and then rank candidate mentions according to it. On the other hand, in [92], the authors propose a method to identify all possible entities in a document using a machine learning classifier that takes into account both the probability of a mention being an entity and the mention context to make a decision.

For Entity Disambiguation, both [89] and [92] use a machine learning classifier that considers features for each entity mention and entity candidate, and predicts whether this candidate is correct. In [89], features are based on similarity statistics between the mention context and the Wikipedia page of an entity, including words surrounding an entity mention and their POS.
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tag, and entity-specific words extracted from Wikipedia pages using co-occurrence statistics of an entity and a given word. Features in [92] are based: 1) on the prior probability of a phrase being a certain entity and 2) on the relatedness metric that measures the similarity between a target document and an entity document (Wikipedia page) based on the sets of unambiguous entities inside these two documents.

2.4.2 Global models

Global models expand the notion of a context to the assumption that all entities within a document are coherent around the subject of the document. Such models try to jointly disambiguate entities in a document by finding assignments of entities to entity mentions with maximum semantic coherence. Cucerzan [27] uses a vector space model in which entities (Wikipedia pages) and documents are represented as vectors of entities. The disambiguation process then maximizes the similarity between the document vector and the entity vectors in terms of scalar products. Similarly, DBpedia Spotlight [88] uses weighted cosine similarity to disambiguate entities. The GLOW system [120] further improves global approaches by introducing a machine learning classifier that predicts whether an entity mention has to be linked to the NIL entity, thus pruning the list of entity mentions. Kulkarni [77] combines both local and global scores and models the EL process as an optimization problem that maximizes the sum of these scores. In general, global approaches achieve better disambiguation accuracy than local ones.

2.4.3 Graph-based methods

Finally, graph-based approaches [61, 56, 96, 51] establish connections between entities and entity mentions in a graph and use graph-based metrics to find the best possible disambiguations. They are similar to the global models in that they also assume entities in a document should be related to each other. The disambiguation approach in [61] constructs a weighted graph with connections between entities and entity mentions, and computes a dense subgraph such that it contains exactly one mention-entity edge for each mention. “Babelfy” [96] uses random walks to compute the semantic signatures of entities for the whole knowledge base. The disambiguation is then performed by choosing an entity with the maximum normalized weighted degree of the densest subgraph. REL-RW [51] adopts a similar approach based on random walks, but computes semantic signatures of entities and documents on a smaller graph on the fly. Then, it selects the entity with the maximum similarity score for a given mention.

Most of the graph-based approaches integrate both local (prior probability, context similarity) and global (coherence among entities in a document) measures to the weights in the graph. Graph-based methods currently provide the highest disambiguation accuracy for EL task on various datasets.
Coreference resolution refers to the task of identifying all appearances of an entity in a given text, not only via direct mentions, but also via coreferences. Typical coreferences used in text are pronouns (he, she, it, etc.), nouns with qualifiers like “this” or “the” (the president, this country), or parts of a full entity name. This is different from the EL task, which is limited by the entity labels that are present in a knowledge base.

Coreference resolution is closely related to the NER and EL tasks and allows to identify more entity mentions inside a given text. This can help to gather additional factual information about an entity, such as more precise types and other relations found in a text [43, 6].

Coreference resolution has a long history in research [103]. Current state-of-the-art coreference resolution system consist of multiple steps (“sieves”) that merge co-referring mentions according to deterministic rules [114]. Mentions are automatically generated by selecting all noun phrases, pronouns, and named entities. Each sieve then decides whether to merge a group of mentions to its best antecedent. The multi-step composition of such systems allows to easily extend them by incorporating additional sieves.

One of the typical approaches to coreference resolution is to incorporate additional semantic knowledge on top of a syntactic coreference resolution system. Works in this direction include augmenting machine learning based coreference resolution systems with features extracted from Wikipedia and WordNet [109], using types and labels from the YAGO ontology to improve matching between co-referring mentions [116], and using word co-occurrence statistics from a Web n-gram corpus to correctly match mentions and their antecedents [13]. Haghighi et al [52] describe a three-step method consisting of a syntactic parser that extracts mentions and potential antecedents, a semantic module that measures the compatibility of headwords and individual names, and a final step which assigns mentions to antecedents. In a follow-up work, the authors introduce a generative model assuming that every mention of an entity has a latent type that generated it [53].

Coreference resolution also received increased attention in idiosyncratic domains, including medical and clinical data for discourse-level analysis of clinical documents [71, 70, 29].

Many recent works experimented with integrating EL to increase the performance of coreference resolution systems. One approach is to enhance linked entities with additional attributes from knowledge bases and use them to learn the semantic compatibility of co-referring mentions. Ratinov and Roth [119] use GLOW [120] to link entities and attributes extracted from Wikipedia page categories. They utilize machine learning classifier on top of traditional multi-sieve systems to predict the pairwise compatibility of co-referring mentions based on extracted attributes. Similarly, NECo [54] extracts frequent attributes from Freebase and Wikipedia to add extra sieves that merge groups of co-referring mentions based on attribute matching. In this thesis, we pursue a similar approach for improving coreference resolution using both splitting and merging of groups of co-referring mentions on top of a state-of-the-art system.
in Chapter 5.

2.6 Conclusions

Knowledge extraction has been intensively studied over the past years. One of the major trends in that context are Knowledge Graphs, entity-centric data structures that aggregate information from a variety of both structured and unstructured sources. In the light of recent advances in knowledge extraction techniques, it become possible to fuse existing knowledge bases with the knowledge extracted directly from unstructured data sources, forming large-scale probabilistic knowledge graphs [33]. Such large graphs can provide immense support for various downstream applications, including question answering or entity-based search, and even serve as knowledge engines for robots [128].

The contributions of this thesis are mainly technical; We design new algorithms to extract knowledge more effectively from new domains, and experimentally evaluate the results of our Entity Recognition, Entity Disambiguation and Co-reference resolutions methods in various setups. We believe that the results obtained in this context will be beneficial in developing better knowledge extraction systems in the future.

In the following chapter, we start by exploring the task of Named Entity Recognition, one of the main building blocks of any Knowledge Extraction System, with a particular focus on an under-explored domain of idiosyncratic data.
3 Named Entity Recognition for idiosyncratic collections

3.1 Introduction

While recent approaches to online Named Entity Recognition (NER) have become quite efficient and effective, they still do not perform equally well on all domains, leaving out some application scenarios from entity-centric information access. For highly-specialized domains such as academic literature, online information systems performing search, bookmarking, or recommendations are still organized around documents mostly. This is due to the fact that identifying entities (e.g., concepts) in specific collections such as scientific articles is more difficult than, say, in online news articles due to the novelty (i.e., new terms may be used which have not been previously observed in any other document/dictionary) and specificity (i.e., highly technical and detailed formalisms mixed with narrative examples) of the content.

While retrieving documents in an entity-centric fashion would also be beneficial for specialized domains, the difficulty of correctly extracting highly-specialized entities as well as the scarcity of semi-structured information available for specific documents are precluding such advances. As an example, the ScienceWISE portal\(^1\) [3] is an ontology-based system for bookmarking and recommending papers for physicists. ScienceWISE is entity-centric, yet it requires human intervention to correctly extract the scientific concepts appearing in each new paper uploaded onto the system.

In this chapter, we tackle the problem of NER in highly-specialized domains such as scientific disciplines. We develop new techniques to identify relevant entities appearing in a scientific document, based on a set of features including n-gram statistics, syntactic part-of-speech patterns, and semantic techniques based on the use of external knowledge bases. In addition, we effectively combine our various features using a state-of-the-art machine learning approach in order to get the most out of our different families of features. The results of our NER approach can then be used for many applications, including to organize data on search engine results pages, to summarize scientific documents, or to provide faceted-search capabilities for

\(^1\)http://www.sciencewise.info
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We experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of our methods over two manually labeled collections of scientific documents: a collection of papers from SIGIR 2012 conference (a well-known scientific conference on Information Retrieval), and a sample of research papers retrieved from arXiv.org. Our experimental results show how semantic-aware features overcome simple text-based features and how a combination of our proposed features can reach up to 85% overall Accuracy, significantly improving over state-of-the-art domain-specific supervised approaches based on maximum entropy [39]. In summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

- We tackle the problem of NER in the challenging context of idiosyncratic collections such as scientific articles.
- We describe a new, multi-step candidate selection process for named entities favoring recall (as standard techniques perform poorly in our context) and based on co-location statistics.
- We propose novel NER techniques based on semantic relations between entities as found in domain-specific or generic third-party knowledge bases.
- We extensively evaluate our approach over two different test collections covering different scientific domains and compare it against state-of-the-art NER approaches.
- We identify an effective combination of both syntactic and semantic features using decision trees and apply them on our collections, obtaining up to 85% Accuracy.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: We start with an overview of related work in the areas of named-entity recognition, keyphrase extraction, and concept extraction below in Section 3.2. We describe our overall system architecture and its main features (including PDF extraction, n-gram lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, external knowledge bases, and n-gram ranking) in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 provides definitions of our ranking features. Section 3.5 describes our experimental setting and presents the results of a series of experiments comparing different combinations of features. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work in Section 3.6.

3.2 Related Work

Named entity recognition (NER) designates the task of correctly identifying words or phrases in textual documents that express names of entities such as people, organizations, locations, etc. During the last decades, NER has been widely studied and the best NER approaches nowadays produce near-human recognition accuracy for generic domains such as news articles. Several prominent NER systems use either hand-coded rules or supervised learning methods such as
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maximum entropy [19] and conditional random fields [40]. These methods heavily rely on large corpora of hand-labeled training data, which are generally-speaking hard to produce. Besides the high costs attributed to the manual annotation of the training data, this also raises the problem of domain-specificity; For instance, models trained for news articles are most likely to perform well on such documents only [108].

In that context, there has been a lot of attention given to NER applied to newswire text (mostly because of the high quality of such texts), focusing on entity types such as locations, people, and company names. On the other hand, the task of NER for more domain-specific collections, e.g., for scientific or technical collections, remains largely unexplored, with a few exceptions including the biomedical domain where previous work has focused on specific entity types like genes, protein and drug names [130, 39]. In this chapter we focus on semantic-based NER over such domain-specific collections.

Open Information Extraction To address some of the above issues, researchers have recently focused on Web-scale NER (also known as Open Information Extraction) using automatic generation of training data [150], unsupervised NER based on external resources such as Wikipedia and Web n-gram corpora [80], and robust NER performance analysis across domains [118]. In this area, information extraction at scale is run over the Web to find entities and factual information to be represented in structured form [152, 31]. Instead, we focus on well-curated and highly-technical textual content. Compared to previous work in NER, we focus on effectively performing NER on domain-specific collections like technical articles. We apply state-of-the-art techniques together with specific approaches for scientific documents including the use of domain-specific knowledge bases to improve the quality of NER at a level comparable to the one achieved in news documents.

Key Term Extraction Another task related to this work is key term extraction. Key term extraction deals with the extraction and ranking of the most important phrases in a text. This can be used, for instance, in text summarization or tagging [16]. In [67], authors address this task as a ranking problem rather than a classification task. Contrary to NER research, many approaches in the area of key term extraction deal with technical and scientific document collections. Some recent evaluation competitions such as [73] are specifically geared towards scientific articles. Although the Precision of the top-performing systems is typically around 40% for such competitions, these results can be considered as rather high due to the specificity of the terms appearing in the scientific documents and the rather subjective nature of the ground-truth in that context. At this point, we want to emphasize that key phrases extraction is different from the task we address here, which aims at identifying all relevant entities in a document to enable further entity-centric processes (e.g., in the search engine).

The candidate identification step of term extraction systems typically filters all of the possible n-grams from the documents by frequency, retaining high frequency n-grams only. Some
methods use hand-coded part-of-speech tag patterns to provide additional filtering [142, 42], though hand-coded tag patterns are not always able to capture the variety of all valid entities due to tagging ambiguity (i.e., the same term may be considered either as a verb or as an adjective depending on the context). Instead, in our work we use standard frequency filtering with a re-weighting step to identify as many candidates as possible and part-of-speech tags as a feature to boost both Precision and Recall of NER.

The majority of keyphrase extraction studies use supervised models, the most commonly used approaches being naive Bayes [142, 41], decision trees [142] and support vector machines [76]. In our work, we use a decision tree-based classifier since it is able to handle easily both numerical and categorical data with little data preprocessing. Decision trees are also simple to interpret by the end-users who are the authors of scientific papers. Specifically, we base our work on a decision tree model and ensemble methods for feature selection using extremely randomized trees [46].

We also note that the work we present here actually lies in between the NER and key term extraction tasks. In standard NER, the goal is to identify all named entities mentioned in a document while in key term extraction the goal is to identify the most representative terms in a document. The task we address in this chapter is rather to identify the subset of named entities that are valid for the given idiosyncratic documents considered (see Section 3.3.1 for details).

**Entity Linking** Some previous work successfully used Wikipedia or DBpedia to identify significant terms in textual documents [92, 89, 32]. However, such methods operate only on the entities that already exist in the knowledge bases. The task of identifying entity mentions given a background corpus of entities is also known as *Entity Linking*. On the other hand, our goal is to also discover new entities from scientific documents, potentially by leveraging generic-purpose or specific knowledge bases.

### 3.3 System Overview

#### 3.3.1 Problem Definition

The task we address is the identification of all valid entities related to a given domain in a domain-specific collection. In the context of this work, we define a *valid entity* as an n-gram representing a relevant concept of a scientific domain and not just as any real-world object. To give a clearer understanding of what a valid entity is in our case, let us look at a few examples. Consider the n-gram “Saving Private Ryan”. Usually such a string represents a valid entity referring to a popular movie, but it does not make much sense to mark this n-gram as valid in an Information Retrieval paper, where it was given as a query example. Another example illustrating the complexity of our task comes from disambiguation decisions. Consider the n-gram “large numbers”; It can be a valid entity in document is talking about *large numbers* in
a pure mathematical sense, but in many other cases it is just a linguistic construction.

To assess the performance of our approach, we use a standard set of evaluation metrics: Precision, Recall, F1 score, and Accuracy, which are computed on a per document basis (i.e., each item in our test collection is represented by a pair \((document, n-gram)\)). These metrics allow us to show how well an approach performs both on true positives and true negatives and to discuss the resulting trade-offs.

In this work, we exclusively focus on the identification of n-grams entities with \(n > 1\) because of the high level of inherent ambiguity that unigrams have in scientific literature. Many unigrams are ambiguous and can often be used both as entities and non-entities, even when inspecting a single document. Moreover, we argue that most unigram entities are very generic and can be recognized by simple dictionary lookups\(^2\). Thus, techniques like entity linking \([92, 96]\) are in our opinion more suitable to address unigram entity recognition.

### 3.3.2 Framework

To evaluate our proposed approach, we have built a system that takes as input a set of scientific documents in PDF format and returns as output the set of n-grams appearing in the text of the documents that represent scientific concepts. Figure 3.1 below gives an overview of the architecture of our system.

The first components in our pipeline extract text from the input documents and perform some automatic preprocessing (e.g., lemmatization). The following steps consist in identifying the candidate entities that are potentially relevant concepts. The candidate selection step focuses on high Recall while keeping the number of candidate n-grams orders of magnitude lower than the total number of n-grams in a document. Finally, we use a series of approaches to select the valid n-grams among the candidates (focusing on high Precision). We discuss this pipeline in more detail in the following.

### 3.3.3 Data Preprocessing

Our system receives PDF documents as input and transforms them into raw text using an open-source library\(^3\). We then perform a series of preprocessing steps; First, we lowercase all words (except acronyms) appearing at the beginning of sentences to prevent duplicate entity creation in the latter steps. At this point, we make a separate copy of the resulting text (before lemmatization) on which we apply Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging.

The first copy of the text is then lemmatized, using the a lemmatization approach based on the WordNet ontology \([91]\). We have opted for lemmatization in our context since the other

\(^2\)An analysis of the tags verified by the users of the ScienceWISE platform shows that 23% of the tags are unigrams, and only 5% of them (1% overall) are not found in Wikipedia.

\(^3\)We use Apache Tika http://tika.apache.org/ for this task.
Figure 3.1 – Processing pipeline. First, the plain text is extracted from the PDF documents. Then, the text is pre-processed using lemmatization and POS tagging. Candidate n-grams are generated and indexed. Then, n-grams are selected based on a predefined set of features (see Section 3.3.4). Finally, a supervised approach (e.g., decision trees) is responsible to generate a ranked list of n-grams that have been classified as valid entities in the documents.

A typical possibility, stemming, is too aggressive on scientific documents as it often conflates scientific concepts which should be kept distinct⁴. In the final step, we build an n-gram index from the resulting text to efficiently perform the candidate selection phase described below.

### 3.3.4 Candidate Selection

The goal of the candidate selection step is to extract as many candidate entities as possible from the scientific articles, while limiting the number of false positives. To achieve this goal, we extend techniques based on word co-locations [85]. First, we extract from the n-gram index all bigrams having a frequency (i.e., number of occurrences in the input document) greater than a threshold $k$ (e.g., $k = 2$). Next, the extracted bigrams are joined together into trigrams; Two bigrams are joined if and only if it is possible to merge them to form a valid trigram (i.e., if the same word ends a bigram and starts another one). The resulting trigram frequency is then looked-up from the n-gram index.

This process is repeated for trigrams, up to the maximal n-gram size $N$ considered ($N = 5$ in our experiments as for $N > 5$ we could not identify valid concepts in our test collections). The difference between simply restricting the frequency of any n-gram to $k$ and our approach is that we can extract n-grams with a frequency lower than $k$: As can be seen on the graph of n-gram occurrence distribution depicted in Figure 3.2, there are many valid n-grams in the collection that appear just once or twice in the text, and removing them with a frequency threshold would result in a sharp decrease in Recall. Hence, after processing every document, we regroup the extracted n-grams from the entire collection and look them up again in every collection.

---

⁴We have also performed our extraction experiments without any lemmatization and found that this reduces Recall by 4%.
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document. This process preserves n-grams that passed the frequency threshold $k$ in some papers, but not in others.

This collection-wide n-gram selection approach results in an increase of Recall from 42.2% to 96.1%. Alternatively, we also tried two further approaches: using the collection-level n-gram frequencies to serve as a cutoff frequency $k$, and running the n-gram merging process from scratch after adding collection-wide n-grams. These approaches yielded Recall values of 87.4% and 93.2% respectively.

![Figure 3.2 – Valid/invalid n-gram count distribution for the SIGIR collection. Only the first 5 frequencies are shown.](image)

**Removing Incomplete N-Grams** In the last step, we apply a frequency reweighing process that takes into account the fact that some n-grams appear as part of other n-grams. We illustrate our reweighing mechanism by an example. Assume that in a document two bigrams “latent dirichlet” and “dirichlet allocation” appear both with frequency $f$, and that a trigram “latent dirichlet allocation” also appears with the same frequency. It is safe to say in that case that those two bigrams do not appear in the text as separate entities, but only as part of a bigger trigram. Our process hence starts from the longest n-grams (i.e., from n-grams with larger $n$), and proportionally decrements the frequency of the shorter n-grams that are subsumed by it. At the end of this process, we eliminate all n-grams having a re-calculated frequency equal to zero.

**3.3.5 Supervised N-Gram Selection**

Rather than simply weighting different features in order to determine whether an n-gram represents a correct concept or not, we apply machine learning approaches to learn to identify correct entities. We construct a feature space consisting of the features presented in Section 3.4 and use a manually labeled set of entities appearing in scientific documents as training data for our classifier. For classification, we used a method based on ensembles of Decision Trees [46], as it is one of the most robust and state-of-the-art machine learning approaches. Once trained, the classifier is then able to take as input a new document and—thanks to the processing pipeline depicted in Figure 3.1—to effectively select all valid scientific concepts from the document.
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3.4 Features for NER

In this section, we describe the five different families of features used by our system to detect named entities in scientific documents. We propose different families of features ranging from simple syntactic POS patterns to features using third-party resources such as external knowledge bases and structured repositories like DBLP. We also propose to combine our features using machine learning approaches. More specifically, we use decision trees to decide which n-grams correspond to valid concepts in the documents. This also allows us to understand which features are the most valuable in our context based on a hierarchy generated by our learning component.

While having many features to predict the correctness of an n-gram as a scientific concept in a paper is positive, there is a risk of overfitting: The learned model might be too much customized to the training data and its features thus creating a model which is not generalizable. To avoid such problem we define families of features which are then evaluated by means of ablation experiments.

3.4.1 Part-of-Speech Tags

Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags have often been considered as an important discriminative feature for term identification. Many works on key term identification apply either fixed or regular expression POS tag patterns to improve their effectiveness. Nonetheless, POS tags alone cannot produce high-quality results. As can be seen from the overall POS tag distribution graph extracted from one of our collections (see Figure 3.3), many of the most frequent tag patterns (e.g., JJ NN tagging adjectives and nouns) are far from yielding perfect results.

![Figure 3.3 – Top 6 most frequent part-of-speech tag patterns of the SIGIR collection, where JJ stands for adjectives, NN and NNS for singular and plural nouns, and NNP for proper nouns.](image)

Given those results, we designed several features based on POS tags that might perform better than predefined POS patterns. First, we consider raw POS tags where each POS tag pattern

---

5http://dblp.dagstuhl.de/

6see http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~treebank/ for an explanation on POS tags
represents a separate binary feature. Though raw POS tags can provide a good baseline in some settings, we do not expect them to perform well in our case because of the large variety of POS tag patterns in both collections, many of which can be overly specific.

A more appealing choice is to group (or compress) several related POS tag patterns into one aggregated pattern. We use two grouping techniques: Compressing all POS tag patterns by only taking into account i) the first or ii) the last POS tag in the pattern. Using the compressed POS tag versions, we significantly reduce the feature space, which is the key to achieve higher performance and allows for model generalization. We discuss those two schemes in more detail in Section 3.5.2. To perform POS tagging, we used a standard approach based on maximum entropy [121].

3.4.2 Near N-gram Punctuation

Another potentially interesting set of features closely related to POS tags is punctuation. Punctuation marks can provide important linguistic information about the n-grams without resorting to any deep syntactic analysis of the phrase structure. For example, the n-gram “new summarization approach based”, which does not represent any valid entity, has a very low probability of being followed by a dot or comma, while the n-gram “automatic music genre classification”, which is indeed a valid entity, often appears either at the beginning or at the end of a sentence.

The contingency tables given in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 illustrate this: The +punctuation and -punctuation rows show, respectively, the counts of the n-grams that have at least one punctuation mark in any of its occurrences and the counts of the n-grams that have no punctuation mark in all their occurrences. From the tables, we observe that the presence of punctuation marks (+punctuation) either before or after an n-gram occurs twice as often for the n-grams that are valid entities compared to the invalid ones. We also observe that the absence of punctuation marks after an n-gram happens less frequently for the valid n-grams than for the invalid ones.

Table 3.1 – Contingency table for punctuation marks appearing immediately before the n-grams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+punctuation</td>
<td>1622</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>2469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−punctuation</td>
<td>6523</td>
<td>6065</td>
<td>12588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>8145</td>
<td>6912</td>
<td>15057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, both directly preceding and following punctuation marks are able to provide relevant information on the validity of the n-grams and can be used as binary features for NER.
Table 3.2 – Contingency table for punctuation marks appearing immediately after the n-grams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+punctuation</td>
<td>4887</td>
<td>2374</td>
<td>7261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−punctuation</td>
<td>3258</td>
<td>4538</td>
<td>7796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>8145</td>
<td>6912</td>
<td>15057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 Domain-Specific Knowledge Bases: DBLP Keywords and Physics Concepts

DBLP is a website that tracks and maintains bibliographic references for the majority of computer science journals and conference proceedings. The structured meta-data of its records include high quality keywords that authors assign to their papers.

Author-assigned keywords represent a very reliable source of named entities for documents related to this specific domain. In fact, the overall Precision of n-grams from author-assigned keywords for our computer science dataset is 95.5% (with 27.4% Recall), and hence can be used as a highly discriminative feature.

While DBLP provides high quality annotations for computer science documents, there is no such knowledge base for our physics collection. Thus, we decided to perform a similar matching using the concepts from one of the largest physics ontology available—the ScienceWISE ontology. All the concepts in this ontology represent valid named entities which, as for DBLP, can be used as a highly discriminative feature.

3.4.4 Wikipedia/DBPedia Relation Graphs

Wikipedia is by far the largest general-purpose knowledge-base currently available. In the context of our task, Wikipedia exhibits the following valuable features:

- The majority of pages in Wikipedia represent valid named entities.
- Pages are interconnected with each other through links appearing in the page body and through their categories.
- Many pages have alternative labels which are encoded by a special “redirects” property.

We base our Wikipedia features on collection statistics. Specifically, we use a machine-processable version of Wikipedia called DBPedia, which contains all entities in Wikipedia described in a structured format and interconnected to other datasets. We start by computing

---

7http://sciencewise.info/ontology/
8Every feature in the above list is freely accessible through the Wikipedia API at http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php.
9http://dbpedia.org/
the Precision and Recall values when matching Wikipedia pages with the n-grams from our collections. Table 3.3 shows the resulting values for two cases: i) exact string matching with page title and ii) matching allowing variants based on the “redirects” property. As expected, we observe that allowing flexible matching with redirects results in a significant growth in Recall, with some loss in Precision\textsuperscript{10}.

Table 3.3 – Precision/Recall values for Wikipedia features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SIGIR</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String matching</td>
<td>0.9045</td>
<td>0.2394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching with redirects</td>
<td>0.8457</td>
<td>0.4229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, taking into consideration the relatively low Precision of exact Wikipedia matchings, one can try to improve the above technique by finding further methods to separate the valid entities from the invalid ones. Hulpus et al. [64] recently observed that interlinked Wikipedia pages are much more likely to form a connected component in the Wikipedia category graph than random pages. Given that finding, we use the size of the connected component a Wikipedia page belongs to as an additional feature for valid concepts.

Following the approach in [64], we construct the neighboring page graph by following relationships in DBPedia of types \{broader,subject,related\} for up to two hops in both directions. The two hops threshold was chosen based on previous research from [64], which claimed that bigger distances result in much larger graphs and introduce noise. The Wikipedia administrative categories and pages referring to etymology (e.g., “English phrases”) are excluded using an existing list of stop URIs\textsuperscript{11}.

Figure 3.4 shows how often the connected component of a given size contains more valid than invalid entities, while Figure 3.5 shows the average percentages of valid and invalid entities in a component of a given size. We observe that larger connected components tend indeed to contain more valid entities than smaller ones.

Based on the analysis made above, we construct the following set of NER features using relation graphs:

- \textit{is wiki}: whether a candidate n-gram can be exactly matched to a Wikipedia page title,
- \textit{is redirect}: whether a candidate n-gram can be matched using an alternative spelling of a Wikipedia page,
- \textit{component size}: the size of the connected components an n-gram belongs to, constructed with and without the redirect property,

\textsuperscript{10}Though Precision for the physics collection actually goes up, most likely because of the very low number of n-grams exactly matching—only about 60 cases.

\textsuperscript{11}http://uimr.deri.ie/sites/StopURIs
Figure 3.4 – DBPedia connected component sizes for valid/invalid n-grams without (top) and with (bottom) the use of Wikipedia’s redirect property.

- \textit{component+DBLP}: a binary feature, equals to 1 when an n-gram appears in the same connected component with at least one DBLP keyword, and to 0 otherwise;
- \textit{wikilinks}: the number of outgoing links in the Wikipedia page body to other Wikipedia pages.

### 3.4.5 Syntactic Features

In addition to the features described above, we also test a series of more common syntactic features that are often used by other NER classifiers, including:

- the \textit{n-gram length} in words,
- whether the n-gram is uppercased,
• the number of other n-grams the given n-gram is part of in the document.

Figure 3.5 – DBPedia connected component size percentage distribution for valid/invalid n-grams without (left) and with (right) using Wikipedia redirect properties.

### 3.5 Experimental Evaluation

#### 3.5.1 Experimental Setting

In this section, we empirically evaluate the NER techniques proposed above. We evaluate the quality of our features as well as how to best combine them over two distinct test collections for which ground truth entity annotations have been manually created by domain experts from two specific domains: Computer Science and Physics.

**Dataset Description**  Our first dataset contains 100 randomly selected papers taken from the SIGIR 2012 conference proceedings, while our second dataset contains the same number of recent (2012) articles taken from the High Energy Physics (hep-ph) section from the arXiv.org pre-print repository.

Our system extracted 21,531 candidate n-grams in total from the first dataset, of which 8,814 n-grams were unique. Overall, 15,057 n-grams were judged, of which 8,145 were labeled as valid and 6,912 as invalid.

In the second dataset, our system extracted 18,129 candidate n-grams, of which 7,880 n-grams were unique. Overall, 11,421 n-grams were judged, of which 5,747 were labeled as valid and 5,674 as invalid.\(^\text{12}\)

The judgments were performed on a per-document basis, meaning that an n-gram was considered as a relevant scientific concept if it represented a valid entity in the scope of a particular document from the collection. Thus, each judgment in the collection is connected

\(^\text{12}\)Both datasets and ground truth data are made available for online exploration and download at https://github.com/XI-lab/scientific_NER_dataset.
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to the source document ID (document title for the first collection and arXiv.org ID for the second). All judgments have been made by one or more experts from the given scientific field.

Relevance Judgments  Deciding whether or not a given n-gram represents a valid scientific entity can be subject to discussion. Therefore, the guidelines we have given to the assessors stipulate that an n-gram should be considered as a valid entity if it belongs to the domain of the document and satisfies any one of the two following conditions:

- it would make sense to take the n-gram and create a thesaurus/encyclopedia entry about it, or
- the n-gram could be used by an expert to search/filter the papers according to domain-specific (e.g., scientific or technical) criteria.

3.5.2 Experimental Results

Individual Features  Table 3.4 presents the effectiveness of our individual feature families over the Physics test collection, while Table 3.5 presents similar results for the SIGIR collection. We observe that well-performing features on the Physics collection are based on POS tags or on the connected components obtained from redirect information in Wikipedia. We also evaluate our set of basic syntactic features (see Section 3.4.5) for comparison. On the SIGIR collection, we observe that the best performing features are based on POS tags both in terms of F1 and Accuracy. In terms of Precision, the best approach is the one using the graph connected components.

Table 3.4 – Empirical results for individual feature families on the Physics collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Family</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressed POS tags</td>
<td>0.5742</td>
<td>0.9511</td>
<td>0.7160</td>
<td>0.6198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>0.5039</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6702</td>
<td>0.5039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component+Redirects</td>
<td>0.8116</td>
<td>0.5572</td>
<td>0.6605</td>
<td>0.7117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>0.5039</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.6702</td>
<td>0.5039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>0.5940</td>
<td>0.1771</td>
<td>0.2728</td>
<td>0.5243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 – Evaluation results for individual feature families on the SIGIR collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Family</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressed POS tags</td>
<td>0.8183</td>
<td>0.7307</td>
<td>0.7715</td>
<td>0.7772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>0.8981</td>
<td>0.2280</td>
<td>0.3635</td>
<td>0.5888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component+Redirects</td>
<td>0.8883</td>
<td>0.3869</td>
<td>0.5388</td>
<td>0.6588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuation</td>
<td>0.6414</td>
<td>0.9450</td>
<td>0.7642</td>
<td>0.6820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic</td>
<td>0.6819</td>
<td>0.2124</td>
<td>0.3236</td>
<td>0.5429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feature Comparison  To find effective feature combinations, we use a decision tree ensemble classifier with default parameters from the scikit-learn library\(^{13}\) [105]. To prevent the classifier from over-fitting the training data, we restrict the minimum number of samples in the leaves to 100 and the maximum depth of the tree to 5. All the results presented below are the mean values resulting from a 10-fold cross-validation of our supervised approach.

We compare the effectiveness between pairs of competing features: compressed and uncompressed POS tags on one hand (see Section 3.4.1), and building DBPedia connected components with and without the “redirects” property on the other hand (see Section 3.4.4).

Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show the Precision, Recall, F1, and Accuracy values over both collections for different combinations of compressed and uncompressed POS tags features and DBPedia category graph features with and without the *redirect* property. We observe that adding Wikipedia redirects allows to significantly improve Recall in most cases without a significant loss in Precision. Improved Recall is somewhat expected since the *redirect* property allows to match many more Wikipedia concepts. More importantly and as mentioned earlier, this Recall growth does not produce any major loss in Precision, which results in a consistent growth in Accuracy.

Another important result here is that compressed POS tags produce roughly the same Precision values as uncompressed ones with a much smaller number of features. The reason is that the uncompressed POS tag pattern space is much richer than the one of the compressed patterns, which in theory could allow classifiers to yield better performance at the price of possible over-fitting. However, by using a smaller feature space we observe a minor decrease in Precision on both collections with a higher F1 score on the SIGIR collection. Hence, we conclude that compressing POS tags is a better choice since it allows for better model generalization.

Feature Selection  Table 3.8 shows the NER features we propose ranked by the score they yield when combined using randomized trees as suggested by [46] on the SIGIR collection. As we can see, the simple techniques based on POS patterns is highly discriminative. However, POS tags are by themselves not sufficient; Other top features include the ones that look at external knowledge bases such as DBLP and the structure connecting the DBPedia entities mentioned in the document.

Table 3.9 shows the feature ranking based on randomized trees for the Physics collection. In this case, we observe that the most indicative features are the ones based on external ontologies and knowledge bases. In this case, we believe that such features are most distinctive due to the highly technical terms used in Physics and due to the somewhat slower churn of new terminology as compared to the IR field, which is a much younger research area.

In conclusion, we observe that the use of domain-specific knowledge-bases is an effective feature for NER on technical collections.

### Table 3.6 – Evaluation results for different feature combinations on the SIGIR collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Combinations</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component</td>
<td>0.8475</td>
<td>§§</td>
<td>0.8524</td>
<td>§§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8499</td>
<td>§§</td>
<td>0.8509</td>
<td>§§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component + Redirects</td>
<td>0.8567</td>
<td>0.7311</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>0.8584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component</td>
<td>0.8406</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.7305</td>
<td>§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8375</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.7412</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8392</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.7414</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Compressed POS + Component</td>
<td>0.8448</td>
<td>§§</td>
<td>0.8473</td>
<td>§§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7567</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Compressed POS + Component + Redirects</td>
<td>0.8253</td>
<td>0.6567</td>
<td>0.7315</td>
<td>0.7492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* and ** indicate a statistically significant difference ($t$-test $p < 0.05$ and $p < 0.01$ respectively) as compared to the best approach (in bold).

### Table 3.7 – Evaluation results for different feature combinations on the Physics collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Combinations</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component</td>
<td>0.8253</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>0.6567</td>
<td>§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8339</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>0.6674</td>
<td>§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component + Redirects</td>
<td>0.8305</td>
<td>0.6839</td>
<td>0.7412</td>
<td>0.7653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component</td>
<td>0.7941</td>
<td>§§</td>
<td>0.6781</td>
<td>§§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8375</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6499</td>
<td>§</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Uncompressed POS + Component + Redirects</td>
<td>0.8479</td>
<td>0.6948</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
<td>0.7745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* and ** indicate a statistically significant difference ($t$-test $p < 0.05$ and $p < 0.01$ respectively) as compared to the best approach (in bold).
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Table 3.8 – Ranked list of feature importance scores on the SIGIR collection. Selected number of features: 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature name</th>
<th>Importance score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN STARTS</td>
<td>0.3091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP</td>
<td>0.1442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component+DBLP</td>
<td>0.1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>0.0798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB ENDS</td>
<td>0.0386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN ENDS</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JJ STARTS</td>
<td>0.0364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9 – Ranked list of feature importance scores on the Physics collection. Selected number of features: 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature name</th>
<th>Importance score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ScienceWISE</td>
<td>0.2870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component+ScienceWISE</td>
<td>0.1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Redirect</td>
<td>0.1104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>0.1093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikilinks</td>
<td>0.0439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation count</td>
<td>0.0370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feature Ablation Analysis  Finally, we evaluate the contribution of the individual features to the overall feature combination by a hold-out experiment: We learn a new model by removing each time a feature family to measure the impact of that feature on the overall best possible combination of the features (85% Accuracy on SIGIR and 77% Accuracy on Physics).

Table 3.10 shows the effectiveness obtained by discarding one feature family for the Physics collection. As we can see, the highest loss in effectiveness (-24% F1 score) is observed when removing the background ontology of scientific terms. For the SIGIR collection (see Table 3.11), we observe that the biggest loss is due to the removal of POS tags (-19% F1 score) confirming the results of feature selection based on randomized trees.

Generally speaking, we see the importance of using domain-specific knowledge bases as well as linguistic properties.

Maximum Entropy Classifier Baseline  As a method to compare to, we chose the state-of-the-art Maximum Entropy Classifier (MaxEnt) for Named Entity Recognition [15].

In contrast to our approach depicted in Figure 3.1, this classifier receives the full text of the document extracted from the PDF file together with a training set of manually labeled scientific concepts appearing in it. After training the model, the classifier is able to detect
Table 3.10 – Effectiveness values for different feature combinations on the Physics collection. The symbols * and ** indicate a statistically significant difference (t-test $p < 0.05$ and $p < 0.01$ respectively) as compared to the approach using all features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Features</td>
<td>0.8375</td>
<td>0.6479</td>
<td>0.7305</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–ScienceWISE (SW)</td>
<td>0.7861**</td>
<td>0.6072**</td>
<td>0.6850**</td>
<td>0.7187**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Component+SW</td>
<td>0.8375</td>
<td>0.6479</td>
<td>0.7305</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Wikipedia Redirect</td>
<td>0.8368</td>
<td>0.6483</td>
<td>0.7305</td>
<td>0.7590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Component</td>
<td>0.8354</td>
<td>0.6391</td>
<td>0.7241*</td>
<td>0.7547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.11 – Effectiveness values for different feature combinations on the SIGIR collection. All differences with respect to the use of all features are statistically significant with $p < 0.01$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature set</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Features</td>
<td>0.8406</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>0.8584</td>
<td>0.8509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–POS tags</td>
<td>0.9186</td>
<td>0.5370</td>
<td>0.6776</td>
<td>0.7368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–DBLP</td>
<td>0.8330</td>
<td>0.8397</td>
<td>0.8362</td>
<td>0.8305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Component+DBLP</td>
<td>0.8181</td>
<td>0.8855</td>
<td>0.8505</td>
<td>0.8395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–Component</td>
<td>0.8212</td>
<td>0.8739</td>
<td>0.8467</td>
<td>0.8369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

unseen scientific concepts given the full text of a new document.

To evaluate the MaxEnt NER approach, we trained it on 80% of SIGIR data and used the rest 20% as a test dataset\textsuperscript{14}.

During the experiment, 3,380 new n-grams were extracted, out of which 346 new valid entities were discovered. All n-grams extracted during the comparison experiment were fully judged and added to the evaluation datasets described previously.

Table 3.12 – Evaluation results for maximum entropy classifier on SIGIR collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MaxEnt NER Baseline</td>
<td>0.6566</td>
<td>0.7196</td>
<td>0.6867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Approach</td>
<td>0.8121</td>
<td>0.8742</td>
<td>0.8420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a fair comparison, we evaluate our top-performing supervised method on the same data. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 3.12. As can be observed, the decision tree-based method outperforms the state-of-the-art MaxEnt approach by roughly 15% both in Precision and Recall\textsuperscript{15}.

\textsuperscript{14}The parameters of the tagger were estimated using the generalized iterative scaling method [30].

\textsuperscript{15}Accuracy score is not shown in the table since the notion of true negative is not valid for the MaxEnt method, where literally every non-positive n-gram can be considered as negative.
3.5.3 Results Discussion

Based on the experimental results described above, we first observe that the NER approach for idiosyncratic collections we propose here substantially outperforms state-of-the-art supervised NER approaches such as MaxEnt. As an example, our best supervised approach yields a F1 score of 84% on the SIGIR collections, compared to 69% for MaxEnt.

We also note that the most effective features among the ones we propose vary depending on the test collection. However, we observe that both the feature family based on the entity-graph structure and the family based on external domain-specific knowledge bases are key to enhance NER effectiveness for idiosyncratic collections.

Finally, while comparing the two test collections, we note that the Physics collection lead to overall lower effectiveness scores. This may be explained by the more formal terminology used in that scientific domain, which makes the identification of valid scientific concepts more challenging as compared to Computer Science academic documents.

3.6 Conclusions

Being able to identify entities in textual documents is known to be beneficial for many tasks, including document search, integration, classification, or summarization. While supervised methods are often used for NER in Web documents such as news articles, novel approaches are needed to perform NER over more specific domains such as for scientific papers.

In this chapter, we addressed the task of NER for domain-specific collections by taking advantages of n-gram-based features. We proposed and experimentally validated over two different test collections novel NER features and their combinations using machine learning classifiers trained over data created by domain experts. More specifically, our novel features for domain-specific NER include the analysis of entity-graph components as well as the use of external domain-dependent knowledge bases such as DBLP for Computer Science or the ScienceWISE ontology for Physics.

Our results show that the analysis of entity-graph structures and the use of external knowledge bases yield significantly better results in our context. For the two collections we considered, the best performance was obtained by our combined method, yielding up to 85% Accuracy.

Further improvements could be obtained by enhancing other components of our system pipeline. For example, advanced PDF extraction approaches could be used to detect bibliographic sections, or to identify titles and emphasized text, which may both allow to improve candidate selection and construct new feature sets. Such approaches providing more structured input would probably yield higher effectiveness values for the task we consider.

As a possible extension of our approach, one could use additional components in the processing pipeline. For example, entity linking approaches allowing to disambiguate entities identi-
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fied in the text could be exploited. In this work, we directly matched n-grams to Wikipedia entries, though it might be more effective to perform disambiguation first. In the next chapter, we investigate entity disambiguation problem for scientific literature domain, where we propose a novel approach based on contextual entities and ontological connections among them and evaluate it in comparison to several traditional disambiguation methods.
4 Ontology-based entity disambiguation

4.1 Introduction

The number of scientific papers getting published is rapidly increasing. To support the discovery of new scientific results as well as exploratory endeavors within a new field of interest, modern systems rely on annotated collections of scientific papers. One example of such systems is PubMed, which uses the MeSH taxonomy\(^1\) to annotate topics of scientific papers and to enable search over annotations. Annotations are usually created manually by the authors when creating or publishing a new document but can also, in some cases, be generated automatically, especially when performed at word-level. One example of such an automatic annotation system for scientific papers is ScienceWISE\(^2\), which automatically annotates papers from the physics domain by adopting an expert-curated ontology as background information. Another example is Utopia\(^3\), a system integrating visualization and data-analysis features that has been used by the editors of the Biochemical Journal (BJ) in a successful pilot.

In automatic annotation systems, most annotation errors are originating from ambiguous terms, which may lead to the wrong concepts being identified. One example in the Physics domain is the term 'cluster' which may refer to a 'cluster of galaxies' or to a 'cluster of stars', which are two very different concepts. Usually, the correct sense can be identified by the reader and by automated approaches using the context (e.g., the topic of the paper). In other cases, it might be necessary to take into account some particular background knowledge related to the specific research topic addressed in the paper. While an expert in the field might be able to determine the correct disambiguation in a scientific article thanks to his professional background, automatic approaches often fail to disambiguate the terms correctly without such knowledge.

For this reason, we propose a semi-supervised method for Entity Disambiguation (ED) for the scientific literature domain. The task we address is the disambiguation of scientific

\(^1\)http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
\(^2\)http://sciencewise.info
\(^3\)http://getutopia.com/
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terms and acronyms used in scientific abstracts. Our approach is based on the use of both contextual information from the document as well as a background knowledge-graph built and maintained by the scientific community. While no manually created annotated data is necessary to train our models, the proposed approach is semi-supervised in the sense that it exploits existing relations among entities in a background ontology that can be either manually or automatically generated.

We experimentally evaluate our approach over two different test collections, one based on the ScienceWISE Web portal used to semantically annotate, bookmark, and share papers in the Physics domain, and one based on the MeSH index for the MEDLINE corpus in the biomedical domain [69].

The main contributions of this work are:

- the definition of a ED task for a collection of scientific abstracts that are semantically annotated via a background ontology;

- novel efficient and effective approaches to ED that exploit both collection statistics as well as entity relations in the background ontology graph;

- a new test collection for ED over a background ontology graph and its entity relations;

- an experimental comparison of the proposed approach against prior disambiguation approaches over two different test collections, showing that our ontology-based methods are both more effective and more efficient than state-of-the-art approaches based on context vectors or automated classification when relying on a high-quality ontology.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes previous work in the area of Entity and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). We define the problem of ED for semantically annotated scientific papers and propose a new approach leveraging collection statistics and relations among existing concepts in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes our experimental setting and presents the results of a series of experiments comparing our approach to existing ED methods. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.5.

4.2 Related Work

In this chapter, we target the scenario of Entity Disambiguation for scientific document collections. This is a compelling research topic, especially when considered in the context of online digital libraries offering metadata about scientific publications, like Bibsonomy [62] or ScienceWISE [3]. In the context of this work, we consider the problem of Entity Disambiguation as a sub-class of the Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) problem, where instead of choosing the right sense for a single word, we need to choose the right entity for an entity mention.
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The general problem of WSD has been widely studied in the past (see [99] for a survey). Both supervised and unsupervised approaches to WSD have been proposed.

Supervised approaches consider an initial set of training examples over which a model to disambiguate terms in documents is learned. A popular approach is Naïve Bayes [20], which is known to be effective but not particularly efficient. Other more efficient supervised methods based on Support Vector Machines have been proposed as well [79]. In this work, we propose a semi-supervised method that does not require training evidence but that is based on existing relations among domain entities within a manually curated ontology graph. We also compare our method against k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), which is one of the most effective supervised approaches to WSD [28].

Knowledge-based methods are directly related to the approach we propose in this work. Knowledge-based methods adopt background information to select the correct sense of a term in a document. The most popular resource used by such approaches is WordNet [38], a machine-readable lexicon of word senses and linguistic relations. While very useful, the disadvantage of such a general-purpose resource lie in its lack of domain-specific information. In a recent paper [100], Navigli et al. propose a similar approach to supervised WSD based on text classification that also exploits a WordNet graph as background information. Our approach is different in a way that it is able to exploit domain-specific rather than general-purpose ontologies and does not require any training.

Another approach which, similarly to ours, proposes a method that leverages both a background knowledge-base as well as corpus statistics is [68]. In that work, the authors propose the use of a machine-readable dictionary over which similarity values are computed and used for clustering terms. On the other hand, our work aims at analyzing semantic relations among terms in the ontology in order to understand the intended meaning of a term. Our experiments also show higher accuracy values as compared to [68].

Standard test collections exist to evaluate and compare WSD approaches. In this work, we use an existing collection for WSD in the context of scientific documents which is based on the MeSH vocabulary [69]. Additionally, we create a novel test collection specifically targeting the scenario where a community-maintained background ontology as well as expert generated ground truth annotations are available.

4.3 Graph-Based Disambiguation Models

4.3.1 Ontology-based ED: Task Definition

The task we are focusing on here is Entity Disambiguation given a domain-specific ontology $O = \{E, R\}$ containing entities $E$ and relations $R$ among them. In the context of this chapter, we use “term” to denote a single word (separated by white spaces or any other punctuation symbol) and “entity” to denote the set of n-grams ($n \geq 1$) that define all possible labels of an
entity in the ontology (e.g., “Milky Way Halo”, “MW Halo”). We define the set $E_U \subset E$ as the set containing the n-grams that occur only once across the ontology (assuming that each entity in the ontology has at least one unique form, so-called main form) and a set $E_A \subset E$, which contains all the n-grams that occur more than once, such that $E_U \cup E_A = C$ and $E_U \cap E_A = \emptyset$.

The ontology is used to identify and extract entities from textual documents: given a document collection $D = \{d_1, ..., d_n\}$, we extract from each document $d_i$ a list of entities $e_1, ..., e_n$ based on normalized n-gram matching. In some ambiguous cases, an extracted n-gram may refer to different entities in the ontology. In such cases, we define the ED task for an ambiguous n-gram as the selection of the right entity in the ontology among a list of candidate-matching entities. Details on the entity identification process are provided in Section 4.4.4.

### 4.3.2 Entity Context Vectors for Disambiguation

The first approach we adopt for ED over a scientific document collection is based on context vectors, which is a commonly used unsupervised approach for disambiguation (see, for example, [1]). A context vector $cv(e_i)$ for an entity $e_i \in E_A$ is defined as $cv(e_i) = \{(t_j, score_j) | t_j \in T\}$, where $T$ is the space of all terms from the document collection. Such vectors may either contain binary values indicating whether $t_j$ co-occurs or not in the same documents as $c_i$, or more informative values such as the frequency score of such co-occurrences.

Here, we define and use an extension of context vectors which—instead of using all words in the document context—first identifies entities in $d$ based on the background ontology using entity linking methods (e.g., [56]). Thus, we define an Entity Context Vector (ECV) $ecv(e_i)$ for an entity $e_i \in E_A$ as $ecv(e_i) = \{(e_j, score_j) | e_j \in E_U\}$. The only difference with classic context vectors is that instead of considering all possible words in the textual context, we restrict our analysis on the co-occurrence of entities described in the ontology. An example of ECVs from our test collections is shown in Table 4.1.

Similarly, a Document Entity Context Vector (DECV) $decv(d_i)$ is a vector consisting of all the entities identified in a document $d_i \in D$. Examples of DECVs are provided in Table 4.2. We define $decv(d_i) = \{(e_j, score_j) | e_j \in E_U\}$. Once ECVs and DECVs have been constructed, it is possible to perform disambiguation by means of a similarity score between ECVs of the candidate matching entities and the DECV where the ambiguous entity mentions have been identified. In the experiments here, we rank candidate ECVs by cosine similarity scores with the target DECV.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>ECV(Entity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Star formation efficiency</td>
<td>(Instability, 4), (Supernova, 2), (Milky Way, 3), ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
<td>(Bayesian, 1), (Neural network, 2), (Classification, 11), ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markov decision process</td>
<td>(Probability, 10), (Reinforcement learning, 4), ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4.2 – Examples of DECV from the ScienceWISE collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DocID</th>
<th>DECV(DocID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Milky Way, 1), (Electron neutrino, 1), (Electron antineutrino, 1), ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Local analysis, 1), (Poynting-Robertson effect, 1), (White dwarf, 3), ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Graph-based Approaches to WSD

Assuming that an ontology storing domain entities and their relations is available, it is possible to define advanced WSD methods that exploit such relations as well. Let us define a graph \( O = \{ E, R \} \) where nodes \( e \in E \) are entities in the ontology and edges \( r_l(e_i, e_j) \in R \) represent the labeled relations between different entities.

A first possible disambiguation method (minDist) that exploits such an additional structure is based on the distance between entities in the graph. Given an ambiguous n-gram and its candidate matching entities \( CE = \{ ce_1 ... ce_n \} \) we select one entity based on the minimum distance with respect to all the other entities \( DE = \{ de_1 ... de_n \} \) present in \( d \), where the distance between two entities \( dist(ce_i, de_j) \) is given by the shortest path connecting them in the \( O \) graph:

\[
\text{score}(ce_i) = \min_{de_j \in DC} \text{dist}(ce_i, de_j) \quad (4.1)
\]

A different approach (Ontology Shortest-Path, OSP) is also based on the ontology graph, but ranks candidate entities based on the average distance to all entities in \( d \):

\[
\text{score}(ce_i) = \frac{\sum_{de_j \in DE} \text{dist}(ce_i, de_j)}{|DE|} \quad (4.2)
\]

Finally, the third approach (NN) we explore in this work is based on the neighborhood of the candidate matching entities given the ontology \( O \). Thus, the confidence score to rank a candidate entity \( ce_i \) for a document \( d \) is given by the number of co-occurring neighbors \( e_j \) of \( ce_i \) in \( d \):

\[
\text{score}(ce_i) = |\{ e_j | e_j \in EC \land dist(ce_i, e_j) = 1 \} | \quad (4.3)
\]

Those three techniques to score and rank candidate matching entities are experimentally compared over two different test collections in Section 4.4.

4.3.4 Combination of disambiguation approaches

The approaches for disambiguation described so far provide a score (e.g., similarity score between vectors) that indicates the confidence level of the disambiguation. Therefore, it is possible to combine different approaches together, for instance using a simple linear combina-
tion of their confidence scores and thus reach potentially better decisions based on multiple evidences. In this work, we propose and evaluate a mixture model among pairs of approaches $A$ and $B$ to circumvent the problem of having several parameters to learn at once:

$$score(cc_i) = a \cdot score_A(cc_i) + (1 - a) \cdot score_B(cc_i), a \in [0, 1]$$ (4.4)

### 4.4 Experimental Evaluation

#### 4.4.1 Experimental Setting

We evaluate the proposed models over two different test collections: one based on the MSH collection [69] and another one from the ScienceWISE system. Both collections contain a set of abstracts from scientific publications. In most cases, online digital libraries let guest users or crawlers only access the abstracts of the papers they store. Hence, we decided to restrict the document corpus to those abstracts only.

We consider four baseline approaches in the following. The first baseline approach we use for comparison is the random baseline (that is commonly used for comparison in WSD, see for instance [99]), which randomly assigns one among all the possible entities to the ambiguous entity mention. The more ambiguous the mention, the less effective this random baseline gets. Another simple baseline we consider is to always select the most frequent entity (as appearing in the document collection) among the candidate matching entities. We also compare the ECV-based approach against standard context vectors constructed over all the terms appearing in the document instead of only considering the extracted entities. The fourth baseline we use for comparison is the state-of-art supervised method based on Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier. We train it over 7'641 and 2'952 manually disambiguated documents for the MSH and ScienceWISE collection respectively.

The evaluation measures commonly used for WSD are Precision and Coverage (i.e., Recall). As our approaches always retrieve an entity for each ambiguous mention extracted from the abstracts, we only report Precision values in the following. To compare different approaches and to validate potential improvements, we measure statistical significance by means of a paired t-test considering a difference significant when $p < 0.05$. We describe the two document collections we used for our experiments below.

#### 4.4.2 MSH Collection

The first document collection we use for evaluating our approaches consists of abstracts from the biomedical domain [69]. Each element of the test collection represents one ambiguous entity mention, its corresponding abstract and the correct entity among all the available entities. The test collection also contains all possible entities for each mention in a separate file.
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To build the appropriate Entity Context Vectors for the MSH collection, we used the RESTful text annotator service offered by bioontology.org. As a backend ontology for the annotation process, we used the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) ontology, which is used by MEDLINE indexers to annotate the textual contents of biomedical articles. To focus exclusively on important concepts, we also filtered out short one-word entities (e.g.: cell, administration) (we manually experimented with different thresholds for filtering out one-word entities and got the best results by filtering out ones that are shorter than 14 characters). Overall, 8'782 different entities and 11'797 different entity labels were extracted. After this preprocessing step, 38'025 distinct relations among entities were created.

4.4.3 ScienceWISE Collection

The second collection we consider is a testset for WSD we created based on public data obtained from the ScienceWISE system. The ScienceWISE system allows a community of scientists, working in a specific domain, to generate dynamically as part of their daily work a field-specific ontology with direct connections to research papers and scientific data management services. The main functionalities of ScienceWISE are discovery of relevant scientific papers, annotations (i.e., adding meta-data to scientific documents) and semantic bookmarking (i.e., creating virtual collections of research papers from arXiv).

The domain-specific ontology is central to the system and allows to integrate all heterogeneous pieces of data and content shared by the users. Since the underlying scientific domain of the ontology is often rapidly changing and only loosely-defined, the best way to keep it up-to-date is to crowdsource its construction through a community of expert scientists. The initial version of the ontology was created by performing a semi-automated import from many science-oriented ontologies and online encyclopedias. After this step, ScienceWISE users (who are domain experts) were allowed to edit elements of the ontology (e.g., adding new definitions or new relations) in order to improve both its quality and coverage. Presently, the ScienceWISE ontology, which is publicly available in RDF, counts more than 60’000 unique entries, each with its own definitions, alternative labels, and semantic relations.

Using documents and human-created annotations over the ScienceWISE ontology, we created a testset for WSD. The generated test collection contains 1) a set of 4’691 abstracts from the Physics domain, 2) a set of 5’217 disambiguation decisions performed by experts in the Physics domain, and 3) the version of the ScienceWISE ontology as of October 2012 which has been used for our domain-specific ontology-based WSD approach.

Formally, a test collection \( TC \) is represented as the following set of tuples: \( TC = \{(d, e_a, e_u) | d \in D, e_a \in E_A, e_u \in E_A \} \), where \( e_a \) and \( e_u \) represent the ambiguous and unambiguous (main)
4.4.4 Concept Extraction and Distribution

Given the plain text abstracts and the corresponding ontology, we build the DECVs for both collections as follows. First, we create an index from all the scientific concepts (entities) appearing in the collection ontology by considering stemming (Porter stemming algorithm) and stopword removal. Then, we process each abstract and match its textual contents to the entity index using an efficient and exact string matching method and using TF-IDF as scoring function. The final distributions of concepts for the MSH and the ScienceWISE documents are depicted in Figure 4.1. As we can observe, most abstracts contain 5-6 entities in the ScienceWISE collection and 4-5 entities in the MSH collection.

4.4.5 Experimental Results

In scientific articles, acronyms are often used to shorten commonly used concepts across the document. Usually, such acronyms are defined the first time they appear in the paper (e.g., Color Dipole Model (CMD)). Those occurrences make it easy to automatically detect the right sense of such ambiguous acronyms by simply using regular expressions to look for the definition given before or after the brackets. Using simple regular expressions, we discovered that we can directly solve 56% of the cases in the ScienceWISE collection and 67% in the MSH collection. Thus, we divide our test collection TC into 2 sub-collections $T_{CR} \cup T_{CU} = TC$ that represent the sub-collection containing the cases that can be simply resolved and the other cases respectively. For this reason, we report in the following the effectiveness of the proposed methods on the sub-collection $T_{CU}$. The supervised NB method is trained over the sub-collection $T_{CR}$.

Table 4.3 gives the effectiveness values for ECV approaches as compared to our baselines for the two test collections. Among the baselines, we observe that the supervised NB performs best on ScienceWISE.

labels of the same entity respectively. Both collections with detailed descriptions are available online\(^7\) for reproducibility purposes.

---

\(^7\)https://github.com/XI-lab/entity-disambiguation-data-ecir2013
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Table 4.3 – Precision of context vector based disambiguation over the subset of concepts that cannot be disambiguated using regular expressions. We indicate statistical significant improvements over NB with * and over the best unsupervised baseline with +.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSD Approach</th>
<th>Precision (ScienceWISE)</th>
<th>Precision (MSH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>39.97</td>
<td>46.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Frequent</td>
<td>74.46</td>
<td>43.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Vectors</td>
<td>74.29</td>
<td><strong>95.29</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td><strong>85.13</strong></td>
<td>67.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF ECV</td>
<td>80.72*</td>
<td>90.46*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary ECV</td>
<td><strong>93.34</strong>+</td>
<td>90.77*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 – Precision of ontology graph based WSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSD Approach</th>
<th>Precision (ScienceWISE)</th>
<th>Precision (MSH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>minDist (with Cat)</td>
<td><strong>88.82</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSP (with Cat)</td>
<td>86.46</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN (with Cat)</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minDist (without Cat)</td>
<td><strong>82.84</strong></td>
<td>67.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSP (without Cat)</td>
<td>77.42</td>
<td>56.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN (without Cat)</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td><strong>72.37</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing the results of the proposed ontology-based approaches, we see that ECV-based approach outperforms basic unsupervised approaches and is comparable to supervised approaches (i.e., NB). Specifically, we note that ECVs outperform standard Context Vectors in terms of effectiveness while also being more efficient in terms of indexing as the term space is considerably reduced since it only considers entities in the ontology instead of all terms in the document collection.

On the MSH collection, Context Vectors perform best overall. This can be explained by the relatively low quality of its background ontology which has been automatically constructed. On the other hand, in ScienceWISE the ontology is manually built and curated by a community of domain experts which makes the approaches exploiting such information perform best. This hypothesis is supported when we look at the Precision/Coverage graph (Figure 4.2), where we observe that by lowering the coverage of matching entities, Precision of ECVs becomes greater than Precision of CV also for the MSH collection.

Moreover, we note that for the ScienceWISE collection, the simpler Binary ECV approach (which considers only binary values in the vectors indicating co-occurrences) performs better than the TF-IDF ECV method, which instead uses TF-IDF scores for the concept context vectors. TF-IDF ECVs perform best however on the MSH collection, albeit by a small margin (less than 0.3%).
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Figure 4.2 – Precision/Coverage graphs for CV and Binary ECV methods over the ScienceWISE (left) and MSH (right) collections.

Table 4.5 – Precision of combined WSD semantic approaches. We indicate statistically significant improvement over Binary CCV with *.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSD Approach</th>
<th>Precision (ScienceWISE)</th>
<th>Precision (MSH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binary ECV</td>
<td>93.34</td>
<td>90.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ minDist (with Cat)</td>
<td>92.68</td>
<td>77.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ OSP (with Cat)</td>
<td>94.44</td>
<td>80.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ NN (with Cat)</td>
<td>94.53*</td>
<td>90.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 presents the results for WSD approaches based on the ontology graph. While they also outperform unsupervised and, in some cases, supervised baselines, they are not better than ECV-based approaches. Among the graph-based approaches, the NN method yields the best effectiveness over the MSH collection while NN performs best on ScienceWISE. For the ScienceWISE dataset, we run our approaches over two different versions of the ontology graph: one that includes the edges about category information (similarly to Wikipedia articles and categories) and one containing exclusively edges that relate entities to each other (note that for MSH the category information is not available). We observe that considering category links provides better WSD effectiveness. Thus, we only report results using the more complete ontology graph for ScienceWISE in the following.

Next, we evaluate the combination of ontology-based approaches to WSD. Specifically, Table 4.5 shows the combination of Binary ECV with methods based on the ontology graph. The methods are combined using the model from Equation 4.4 using equal weights for all the components. As we can see, the combination of ECVs and graph-based NN method outperforms both individual approaches on the ScienceWISE collection. On the MSH collection, no significant improvement is observed.
4.4. Experimental Evaluation

Table 4.6 – Execution time of different WSD approaches over the two test collections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSD Approach</th>
<th>Exec Time (ms) (ScienceWISE)</th>
<th>Exec Time (ms) (MSH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context vectors</td>
<td>14’712 (+30 min indexing)</td>
<td>1’826 (+1 h indexing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECV</td>
<td>1’682 (+2 min indexing)</td>
<td>1’476 (+5 min indexing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>35’363</td>
<td>41’947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameter Sensitivity in the Mixture Model.

As described in Section 4.3.4, we combine different approaches by considering a linear combination of their confidence scores. Figure 4.3 gives the results of a parameter sensitivity analysis we performed for such combinations. The figure shows precision values for the combination of the Binary ECV method with two different approaches exploiting the ontology graph, namely, NN and OSP. As we can see, optimal effectiveness values are obtained when more weight is put on matching evidence coming from the graph. Considering an equal weight is hence somewhat suboptimal, though it also results in high effectiveness values.

![Figure 4.3 – Precision values varying the α parameter of the mixture model in Equation 4.4.](image)

Efficiency Considerations.

As very large collections of scientific documents are available in digital libraries, in addition to WSD effectiveness we are also interested in how efficient our methods are when deployed in large-scale, real settings. Table 4.6 reports the execution times of different WSD methods over the two test collections.

We observe that the running times of graph-based approaches are higher than those relying only on vector similarities, mainly because of the costly access times to the database system. However, the preparation of both term and entity vectors requires considerable time, which is not needed by the graph-based approaches.
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4.5 Conclusions

Scientists originating from different sub-communities often use the same term to refer to different concepts, making it hard to automatically process their articles using simple NLP or indexing techniques. In this chapter, we tackled the problem of correctly disambiguating terms appearing in the abstracts of scientific publications using a series of techniques ranging from relatively simple approaches (e.g., most common sense) to several variants of context vectors and to a series of new ontology-based approaches we devised for this work.

While creating and maintaining a field-specific ontology represents a huge effort, more and more scientific portals rely on such ontologies to organize their contents (the two ontologies we used in the context of this chapter are good examples of that trend). Following our experiments, we observe that such ontologies can represent crucial information when building word sense disambiguation systems, for two main reasons: i) ontologies typically regroup the most important terms of a scientific domain and can thus be used to build more efficient and effective context vectors based on ontological entities only and ii) the structure of the ontology can be leveraged to devise new techniques for WSD, for example using distance measures or nearest-neighbors on the ontology graph. Combining entity context vectors and graph-based approaches yields the best results according to our experiments, where our combined methods outperform both Bayes classifiers and conventional context vectors when leveraging on a high-quality and relatively complete ontology.

In the next chapter, we address another complimentary task for knowledge extraction and ontology maintenance, namely coreference resolution. Coreference resolution allows to identify new unseen labels for entities within documents, as well as other entity mentions that are not labels, such as pronouns. We apply a novel semantic coherence pipeline on top of an existing state-of-the-art coreference resolution system to improve its performance.
Ontology-based coreference resolution

5.1 Introduction

Natural language understanding is often referred to as an AI-complete task, meaning that it belongs to the class of the most difficult problems in Artificial Intelligence, which would require machines to become as intelligent as people prior to being solved. While perfect natural language understanding is still out of reach, recent advances in machine learning, entity linking, and relationship mining are closing the gap between humans and machines when it comes to processing natural language. Semantic technologies have played a key role in those developments, by providing mechanisms to classify, describe, and interrelate entities using machine-processable languages.

Less attention has however been given to the problem of leveraging Semantic Web techniques and knowledge bases to find all expressions referring to the same entity in a text, i.e., coreference resolution. While a flurry of previous contributions have proposed techniques to resolve coreferences (see Section 5.2 below), the extent to which semantic technologies can be leveraged in this context remains unclear. In this chapter, we investigate this question and introduce SANAPHOR, a new system focusing on the last stage of a typical coreference resolution pipeline and improving the quality of the coreference clusters by exploiting semantic entities and fine-grained types to split or merge coreference clusters.

The following piece of text, for example, motivates our approach:
“Laiwu City of Shandong Province has established a cell structure cultivation center ... currently Shangong has established ten agricultural development and model zones similar to that of Laiwu City.”

With purely syntactic and grammatical approaches, it is easy to get confused between the name of the province and the name of the city, since they initially appear together. In fact, Stanford Coref will put occurrences of both the province and the city into one coreference cluster. Access to external knowledge such as ontologies or knowledge bases is key in this context.
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In the following, we add a semantic layer on top of the prominent Stanford Coref pipeline [114] to tackle such cases. Throughout our process, we leverage a number of state-of-the-art Semantic Web techniques ranging from entity linking to type ranking. We focus on type-based coreferences, excluding part-of-speeches that do not possess self-contained semantics (e.g. determiners, pronouns etc).

In summary, the contributions of this work are:

- A new system that adds a semantic layer to the state-of-the-art Stanford Coref pipeline.
- A novel NLP technique that leverages the semantic web to better resolve coreferences.
- An empirical evaluation of our system on standard datasets showing that our techniques consistently improve on the state-of-the-art approach by tackling those cases where semantic annotations can be beneficial.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: in the rest of this section we define the concepts of coreference and anaphora by presenting several examples; in Section 5.2 we discuss related work in Semantic Web technologies and on coreference resolution systems; Section 5.3 describes the architecture of the system we propose; finally, Sections 5.4 and 5.5 describe the experimental evaluation of SANAPHÖR and conclude the paper.

5.1.1 Preliminaries

We start below by introducing the terminology used throughout the rest of this chapter. Some of the linguistic units appearing in textual contents have the function of representing physical or conceptual objects. Linguists often call such units referring expressions, while the objects are called referents and the relations that unite a referring expression and its referent are called references. In the following example: So Jesus said again, “I assure you, I am the gate for the sheep. All those who came before me were thieves and robbers. [...] I have other sheep too. They are not in this flock here.” the referring expressions are:

- Noun Phrases (NPs) and pronouns referring to people (e.g. Jesus; all those who came before me), things (the gate), classes (sheep; they) or that designate interlocutors (I; you)
- clauses, that names facts (I am the gate for the sheep; I have other sheep too; they are not in this flock here)
- the adverb here that designates a location.

In order to satisfy cohesion [55], the same object is often recalled throughout the text repeatedly so that it can be enriched with new attributes.

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/coref.shtml
In this context, linguists often distinguish coreference from anaphora. The difference between the two concepts is subtle and is explained in the following. We have a coreference every time two (possibly different) referring expressions denote the same referent, that is, the same entity. For example, in the sentence George Washington, the first president of the USA, died in 1799, “George Washington” and “the first president of the USA” refer to the same entity, thus, they co-refer. We have an anaphora every time the reference of an expression \( E_2 \), called anaphoric expression, is function of a previous expression \( E_1 \), called antecedent, so that one needs \( E_1 \) to interpret \( E_2 \). For example, in the sentence I like birds! Those animals are really cute! “those animals” is an anaphoric expression and the reader needs to know that it refers to “birds” (the antecedent) in order to understand the sentence. Finally, the two concepts can be combined:

- The sentence You have a cat? I like them. is a case of anaphora without coreference since the pronoun them needs the antecedent a cat to be interpreted (it is the anaphoric), but the two references do not designate the same object (a cat = an individual / them = the entire species).

- The sentence about George Washington we presented before is an example of coreference without anaphora, since if we remove “George Washington” one can still understand the sentence.

- The sentence The dragon is coming. It is going to burn the city! is an example of anaphora and coreference since one needs an antecedent to resolve “It”, and both “It” and “the dragon” refer to the same entity.

In this work we show how entity types can be used in order to resolve the two last cases.

### 5.2 Related Work

#### 5.2.1 Named Entity Recognition

Named entity recognition (NER) refers to the task of correctly identifying words or phrases in textual documents that represent entities such as people, organizations, locations, etc. During the last decades, NER has been widely studied and the best NER approaches nowadays produce near-human recognition accuracy for generic domains such as news articles. Several prominent NER systems employ supervised learning methods based on maximum entropy [19] and conditional random fields [40], or fuse the results of other systems using a supervised classifier [123].

#### 5.2.2 Entity Linking

Entity linking is the task of associating a textual mention of an entity to its corresponding entry in a knowledge base. It can be divided into three subtasks: mention detection, link generation,
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and disambiguation [87]. One of the main issues that needs to be tackled when doing entity linking is the ambiguity of the textual representation of the entity given as input. For example, the mention “Michael Jordan” can be linked to both Michael Jordan the basketball player and Michael Jordan the well-known machine learning professor. Much work has been done on entity linking. Recently, Houlsby and Ciaramita [63] dealt with ambiguities by using a variant of LDA in which each topic is a Wikipedia article (that is, an entity). Cheng and Roth [24] used Integer Linear Programming to combine relational analysis of entities in the text, features extracted from external sources and statistics on the text.

In the context of this chapter, both NER and Entity Linking are prerequisites for coreference resolution as we take advantage of external knowledge to improve the resolution of coreferences and hence must first identify and link as many entity mentions as possible to their counterparts in the knowledge base. Since, however, those two tasks are not the focus of this work, we decided to use the TRank [138] pipeline because of its simplicity and its good performance in practice on our dataset (see Section 5.4).

5.2.3 Entity Types

Knowing the types of a certain entity is valuable information that can be used in a variety of tasks. Much work has been done on extracting entity types both from text and from semi-structured data. In this context, Gangemi et al. [44] exploit the textual description of Wikipedia entities to extract entity types, Nakashole et al. [98] designed a probabilistic model to extract the types out of knowledge base entities, and Paulheim and Bizer [104] worked on adding missing type statements by exploiting statistical distributions of types as subjects and objects of properties. Much effort has been put also on ranking entity types in several contexts. TRank [138] is a system for ranking entity types given the textual context in which they appear. Tylenda et al. [143] select the most relevant types to summarize entities. In this work we leverage entity types as evidences for deciding if, given a piece of text, different entity mentions refer to the same entity or not.

5.2.4 Coreference and Anaphora

According to Ng [101], practically all coreference and anaphora resolution systems are instantiations of a seven-step generic algorithm:

1. **Identification of referring expressions:** This first step is mostly to identify all of the pronouns and noun phrases in the text. Clauses and adverbs can also be spotted.

2. **Characterization of referring expressions:** This second step consists of determining and computing the information regarding referring expressions that might be relevant to its linking to another expression in the text. Most approaches rely on some preprocessing modules (e.g. part-of-speech tagging, parsing, named entity recognizer, etc.) to perform this step;

---

2Note that steps 3, 5 and 6 can be absent in a coreference or anaphora resolution algorithm. Moreover, existing algorithms differ in the way these seven steps are implemented
however, they differ in the level of sophistication of the extracted information, ranging from knowledge-rich to knowledge-poor (see below).

3. **Anaphoricity determination**: Involves distinguishing anaphoric expressions, that should have an antecedent, from non-anaphoric expressions, that should not. Thus, this step is always performed as part of anaphora resolution, but not always for coreference resolution (Section 5.1.1).

4. **Generation of antecedent candidates**: This fourth step identifies a set of potential antecedents, named *candidates*, that linearly precedes the anaphoric expression in the text.

5. **Filtering**: This step involves removing from the set some unlikely candidates based on ensemble of hard constraints, for example morphologic, syntactic and semantic constraints.

6. **Scoring/Ranking**: The aim of this step, that is optional, is to rank remaining candidates according to an ensemble of soft constraints, also called *preferences*, that often depend on psycholinguistic and discourse principles (especially *focus* [132], *centering* [49] or *accessibility* [8]).

7. **Searching/Clustering**: Finally, the goal of this last step is to select an antecedent for a given anaphoric expression from the set of candidates returned by the fifth and/or the sixth steps. If step 6 has been performed, then *searching* becomes the task of selecting the highest-ranking element in the candidate list; otherwise, the “best” expression is selected as the antecedent in accordance with criteria specified by the resolution algorithm. In the case of coreference resolution, this process corresponds to applying a single-link clustering algorithm to each anaphoric expression to cluster the referring expressions in the document and generate a partition.

Although this generic algorithm characterizes most of the resolution pipelines, research on coreference and anaphora resolution has been proceeding in many different directions for the last 30 years. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify important trends [101, 34, 103]. In the context of this work, two trends are of particular significance and are presented below.

First, coreference and anaphora resolution systems can be classified with respect to the types of knowledge sources they leverage. One typically differentiates *Knowledge-rich* systems from *knowledge-lean* systems. Early anaphora resolution systems [48, 133] as well as more recent ones [135, 109, 102, 52, 21, 145] are knowledge-rich systems that rely on domain informations (such as FrameNet, WordNet, Wikipedia, Yago, etc.), semantic and discourse analysis, and sophisticated inference mechanisms (induction for example). Knowledge-lean systems instead rely only on morphological and possibly syntactic information [78, 12, 94, 114], and reach high performance without semantic and world knowledge. Our system belongs to the first category, using YAGO and DBpedia.

Early coreference and anaphora resolution systems also differ from more recent ones by the fact that they adopt *knowledge-based approaches*, in which the rulesets used in filtering and scoring/ranking (see steps 5 and 6 above) are based on a set of hand-coded heuristics that specify whether two referring expressions can or cannot have any coreferential/anaphoric relationship [59, 49]. Actually, these approaches are often called *linguistic approaches* as they
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Figure 5.1 – The Stanford Coref system takes plain text as an input and outputs clusters ([]) of mentions (""”) which are potentially coreferenced.

are based on linguistic theories. In contrast, corpus-based approaches acquire knowledge using a learning algorithm and training data, i.e., a corpus annotated with coreference and anaphora information in filtering and scoring/ranking [45, 57, 134]. Again, our own system belongs to the first category.

5.3 System Architecture

In this section, we describe the overall architecture of SANAPHOR and provide details on each of its components.

5.3.1 System Input

Starting from the Stanford Coref framework [114] (Figure 5.1), which covers the steps 1-7 described in Section 5.2.4, we obtain for each document (e.g., a news article) a set of clusters containing textual mentions. The clusters are non-overlapping and contain potentially coreferencing mentions. In addition, Stanford Coref associates a headword with each mention (especially for long mentions) when possible.

5.3.2 System Overview

Many potential improvements are conceivable throughout the generic pipeline introduced in Section 5.2.4. In that context, our efforts first focused on improving coreference resolution using semantic word and phrase similarities based on Word Vectors [90]. However, word vectors did not work well in our experiments. For example, the vector of the word “shepherd” was very close to the vector of “sheep”, which is reasonable, but does not work well for the
coreference resolution task, since these two words often appear in one document. Motivated by the results analysis presented above, SANAPHOR focuses instead on splitting and merging of candidate clusters (see Step 7 in Section 5.2.4) using semantic information, as it is (in our opinion) the most susceptible to benefit from a tight integration of semantic technologies.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 give an overview of our system, illustrating the preprocessing steps and the splitting/merging steps respectively. SANAPHOR receives as input the clusters of coreferences generated by Stanford Coref. Each cluster is a set of mentions extracted from the original text. Each mention comes in the form of a string and, potentially, an associated headword (the most salient word in the mention). The mentions can be either Named Entities, pronouns, or determiners, as identified and clustered by Stanford Coref. Our system then takes those clusters and proceeds in two successive steps I) Preprocessing, where we leverage linked data to represent named entities with their semantic counterparts (either Entities or Types) whenever possible; II) Cluster Optimization, where using annotations obtained from the preprocessing step we derive a strategy for splitting clusters containing unrelated mentions.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5.2 – The pre-processing steps of SANAPHOR that add semantics to the mentions.
or, conversely for merging mentions that semantically should belong together.

We describe in more detail the functionalities provided by those components in the following, starting with the semantic annotation pipeline and then moving to cluster management methods.

### 5.3.3 Semantic Annotation

#### Entity Linking

The goal of the Entity Linking component is to link entity mentions to DBpedia entries. We exploit an inverted index associating DBpedia labels to entity URIs. In order to generate

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 5.3 – The final type-based splitting and merging of the clusters in SANAPHOR.**
5.3. System Architecture

high-quality links, we decided to only link mentions that exactly match DBpedia labels\(^3\). Entities with multiple aliases are handled using Wikipedia redirect links and, in order to foster precision, by discarding URIs that link to ambiguous entities (i.e., entities having a wikiPageDisambiguates property).

**Semantic Typing**

The next step in our preprocessing pipeline is assigning *Types* to mentions appearing in the text. In this context, we use the YAGO ontology\(^4\) as a target knowledge base, as it is one of the largest type ontologies by the number of types. We created an inverted index of the types obtained from the YAGO ontology and performed a string matching between every mention and the inverted index. For example, a noun phrase “rock singer” is typed as (Wikicategory_American_Rock_Singers). For the mentions linked in the previous step, we employ the mappings between DBPedia and YAGO ontologies provided by TRank Hierarchy [138] to map DBPedia types to YAGO ones.

We chose to optimize our preprocessing steps for precision rather than recall, since the subsequent steps rely on precise linking to be effective at improving the mention clusters. As a result, we do not annotate labels that refer to multiple entity types.

5.3.4 **Cluster Management**

**Splitting Coreference Clusters**

The first task SANAPHOR undertakes to optimize the clusters of mentions is to split clusters containing mentions of different types. This step tackles cases where Stanford Coref was not able to deal with ambiguity in the text, for example for the following cases: “Aspen”(the city in Colorado) and “Aspen”(the tree), which can be wrongly interpreted as referring to the same referent, thus producing a series of incorrect coreferences. Instead, SANAPHOR leverages the output of the entity linking process to resolve the ambiguity of the mentions: since during the linking phase the two mentions will probably be associated to different entities, the system can decide to split them into separate clusters.

The result of the semantic annotation phase is a series of sets \(\{S_0, \ldots, S_n\}\), one per coreference cluster, containing entities \(e \in \mathcal{E}\) and/or fined-grained semantic types \(t \in \mathcal{T}\) attached to each mention \(m \in \mathcal{M}\). The splitting process examines all pairs of mentions \(\{m_i, m_j\}\) in a given cluster, and decides whether or not to split the cluster depending on the potential entities \(\{e_i, e_j\}\) and types \(\{t_i, t_j\}\) attached to the mentions. Formally, we split a cluster whenever, \(\forall\{m_i, m_j\} \in S\):

---

\(^3\)We have also tried more complex methods that take context into account, such as DBPedia Spotlight, but they lead to less precise linkings and worse overall results.
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- \( \exists (e_i, e_j) \mid e_i \neq e_j \) or

- \( \exists (t_i, t_j) \mid t_i \nleq t_j \) (where \( \nleq \) stands for equivalence or subsumption relation w.r.t. the type hierarchy of the ontology), or

- \( \exists (e_i, t_j) \mid T(e_i) \nleq t_j \) (where \( T(e_i) \) stands for the type of \( e_i \) according to the ontology).

Since a coreference cluster might also contain non-annotated mentions, we need a way to properly assign them to the split clusters. In order to do this, we first identify the words that belong exclusively to one of the mentions \( m_i \) or \( m_j \). We assign all other mentions to one of the new clusters based on the overlap of their words with the exclusive words of each new cluster.

However, these steps alone do not systematically result in a substantial performance increase due to many possible reductions of the original mention. For example, a text might contain “Aspen Airways” first and then have the word “Aspen” to refer to the airline, which our method might incorrectly link to a city or a tree type. To overcome this problem, we introduce a simple heuristic that ignores entity linkings of the mentions whose words represent a complete subset of any other mention in the same cluster.

Merging Coreference Clusters

The second task that we are tackling in the context of cluster management is merging, that is, joining pairs of sets \( \{S_i, S_j\} \) that contain similar entities or types. For instance, consider the mention “Hosni Mubarak”, the former president of Egypt, which can also be referred to as “President Mubarak” in a news article. In such a case, Stanford Coref might assign those two mentions to two different clusters. Thus, starting from entity and type linking as before, we propose to merge clusters, each of which contains at least one mention that refers to the same entity. Formally, two sets \( \{S_i, S_j\} \) corresponding to two clusters are merged whenever:

- \( \exists (e_i \in S_i \land e_j \in S_j) \mid e_i \equiv e_j \) or

- \( \exists (e_i \in S_i \land t_j \in S_j) \mid T(e_i) \leq t_j \) and when the condition just above does not apply.

We note that in this step we do not use any heuristic to pre-filter the clusters.

Our system, SANAPHOR, is available as an open-source\(^5\) extension to Stanford Coref. The pipeline allows to use different entity and type linkers for future experiments.

\(^5\)http://github.com/xi-lab/sanaphor
5.4. Experimental Evaluation

5.4.1 Datasets

We evaluate our system on standard datasets from the CoNLL-2012 Shared Task on Coreference Resolution [111] distributed as a part of the OntoNotes 5 dataset. We use the English part of the dataset which consists of over one million words from newswire, magazine articles, broadcast news, broadcast conversations, web data, telephone conversations and English translation of the New Testament.

The English dataset is split into three sub-collections: development, training and test. The development dataset is intended to be analyzed during the development of the coreference resolution system in order to build intuitions and tune the system. The training dataset is designed to be used in the supervised training phase, while the final results have to be reported on the test dataset. In the following sections, we analyze results and we design our methods based on the development collection and report the final results based on the test collection. Since our system improves on the Stanford Coreference Resolution System, which already includes supervised models, we do not directly use the training sub-collection in our pipeline.

5.4.2 Metrics

Many metrics have been proposed to evaluate the performance of coreference resolution systems, from early metrics like MUC [147], to the most recent metric proposed—BLANC [122].

As a final evaluation metric, we use the most recently proposed BLANC, which addresses the drawbacks of previously proposed metrics such as MUC, B-cubed [11], or CEAF [84], as it neither ignores singleton mentions nor does it inflate the final score in their presence.

In addition, we employ a standard pairwise metric based on the Rand Index [117] to evaluate the performance of the cluster optimization steps of our system in isolation.

5.4.3 Analysis of the Results of Stanford Coreference Resolution System

We start by analyzing the results of the Stanford Coref on the development dataset in the context of two possible error classes: 1) mentions that were put into one cluster, but that in fact belong to different clusters, 2) mentions that refer to the same thing, but that were put into different clusters. Additionally, since we focus on noun-phrase mentions, we want to see how many noun-only clusters exist in the dataset in order to estimate the effect of a possible improvement.

Overall, the Stanford Coref system created 5078 coreference clusters, out of which 270 clusters need to be merged and 77 “has-to-be-merged” clusters are noun-only. The total

6https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19
number of clusters that should be split is 118, out of which 52 are noun-only.

As we can observe, the total amount of potential split and merge clusters account for approximately 8% of total data, which can result in a significant performance improvement for coreference resolution (for which even small improvements are considered as important given the maturity of the tools developed over more than 30 years).

In the following, we report results for the different steps in our pipeline on the test dataset.

### 5.4.4 Preprocessing Results

The main innovation of SANAPHOR is the semantic layer that enhances classic coreference clustering, hence we focus on evaluating clusters that contain at least one entity (or one type) at the output of our preprocessing steps. The overall recall of our approach is therefore bound by the number of clusters that were identified as containing linked entities and/or types.

In total, we linked 2607 mentions out of 9664 noun phrase mentions (i.e., mentions that have nouns as headwords) extracted by Stanford Coref from the CoNLL dev dataset. Out of these 9664 mentions, 4384 were recognized by Stanford Coref as entities. Table 5.1 summarizes the distribution of clusters and the links obtained using our preprocessing step.

For evaluation purposes, we consider only clusters that contain at least one link. Moreover, we make the following distinction of clusters for evaluation purposes:

- **All Linked Clusters.** That is, clusters that contain at least one linked mention, or
- **Noun-Only Linked Clusters.** These are clusters which contain at least one linked mention, headword, but have no pronouns nor determiners.

We make this distinction in order to evaluate whether considering clusters with pronouns and determiners (which bear little semantic information) affects the overall results.

### 5.4.5 Cluster Optimization Results

Now, we turn our attention to the evaluation of the effectiveness of our cluster optimization methods (splitting and merging). The following experiments are performed on the CoNLL test dataset. We compute Precision, Recall and F1 metrics for the clusters on which we...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split</th>
<th>SANAPHOR</th>
<th>Stanford Coref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Clusters</td>
<td>82.56 P(%)</td>
<td>71.39 P(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun-Only Clusters</td>
<td>78.99 R(%)</td>
<td>58.43 R(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86.25 F1(%)</td>
<td>84.30 F1(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.31 F1(%)</td>
<td>58.43 F1(%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 – Results of the evaluation of the cluster optimization step (split and merge).

operate. Since we are evaluating clusters, we use the pairwise definition of the metrics (see Section 5.4.2).

We distinguish the results for both the split and merge operations as compared to the ground-truth. For instance, for all the clusters generated by each system, we perform pairwise comparisons of all mentions in the clusters and evaluate whether the two mentions were correctly separated (in case of a split) or put together (in case of a merge).

Table 5.2 summarizes the results of our evaluation. As can be seen, SANAPHOR outperforms Stanford Coref in both the split and merge tasks for both All and Noun-Only clusters. Moreover, we notice that the absolute increase in F1 score for the split task is greater for the Noun-Only case (+10.54% vs +2.94%). This results from the fact that All Clusters also contain non-noun mentions, such as pronouns, which we do not directly tackle in this work but have to be assigned to one of the splits nevertheless. Our approach in that context is to keep the non-noun mentions with the first noun-mention in the cluster, which seems to be suboptimal for this case.

For the merge task, the difference between All and Noun-Only clusters is much smaller (+27.03% for the All Clusters vs +18.96% for the Noun-Only case). In this case, non-noun words do not have any effect, since we merge clusters and also include all other mentions.

5.4.6 End-to-End Performance

Finally, and in addition to the previous results that reflect the effectiveness of SANAPHOR on relevant clusters, we evaluate the impact of our approach on the end-to-end coreference resolution pipeline using the CoNLL test collection. In that context, we use the Precision, Recall and F1 scores of the BLANC metric (Section 5.4.3). Our system consistently outperforms the Stanford Coref baseline in both Precision (60.63% vs 60.61%), Recall (55.16% vs 55.07%) and F1 values (57.11% vs 57.04%). The reason behind the limited improvement on the overall dataset is imputable to the recall we achieve during the linking step (see Section 5.4.4) and to the limited number of cases in which a split or a merge is required (8% of the total data).

To further elaborate on the significance of our results, we also ran our SANAPHOR pipeline
on the data where we annotated all entities with the “gold” (i.e., ground-truth) URLs. This corresponds to the optimal case where the system is able to link all possible entities correctly. The performance of Stanford Coref for such a best-case scenario is 57.17% in terms of F1, which is comparable to the performance of our entity linking method, thus confirming the validity of our approach.

### 5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we tackled the problem of coreference resolution by leveraging semantic information contained in large-scale knowledge bases. Our open-source system, SANAPHOR, focuses on the last stage of a typical coreference resolution pipeline (*searching and clustering*) and improves the quality of the coreference clusters by exploiting semantic entities and fine-grained types to split or merge the clusters. Our empirical evaluation on a standard dataset showed that our techniques consistently improve on the state-of-the-art approach by tackling those cases where semantic annotations can be beneficial.

Our approach can be extended in a number of ways. One of the limitations of SANAPHOR affecting its recall is due to the incomplete information in the knowledge base. In that sense, techniques that take advantage of a series of knowledge bases (e.g., based on federated queries), that identify missing entities in the knowledge base or that dynamically enrich the knowledge base could be developed. Another interesting extension would be to bring more structure to the coreference clusters, for example by introducing semantic links between the candidates in order to foster more elaborate post-processing at the merging step.

In the next chapter, we look at a higher-level task to annotate documents with tags, which are represented by named entities. We use data from a real-world system to propose better tag recommendation strategies and compare them with the state-of-the-art ones.
Applications in knowledge discovery for Scientific Literature

6.1 Introduction

The nature of scientific research is drastically changing. Fewer and fewer scientific advances are carried out by small groups working in their laboratories in isolation. In today’s data-driven sciences (be it biology, physics, complex systems or economics), the progress is increasingly achieved by scientists having heterogeneous expertise, working in parallel, and having a very contextualized, local view on their problems and results. We expect that this will result in a fundamental phase transition in how scientific results are obtained, represented, used, communicated and attributed. Different to the classical view of how science is performed, important discoveries will in the future not only be the result of exceptional individual efforts and talents, but alternatively an emergent property of a complex community-based socio-technical system. This has fundamental implications on how we perceive the role of technical systems and in particular information processing infrastructures for scientific work: they are no longer a subordinate instrument that facilitates daily work of highly gifted individuals, but become an essential tool and enabler for performing scientific progress, and eventually might be the instrument within which scientific discoveries are made, represented and brought to use.

Any such tool should in our opinion possess two central components. One is a field-specific ontology, i.e., a structured organization of the knowledge created by the researchers in a given field, along with a formal description of the information and processes they utilize. While in some important cases (e.g., in bioinformatics or chemistry) it is possible to create large ontologies of sufficiently homogeneous concepts and automatically manipulate them using formal rules (see e.g. [125]), the ontology of scientific knowledge per se is very complex and vaguely defined at any given point in time. Scientific ontologies can therefore only be created by a combination of existing automatic methods and novel approaches that will enable human-machine collaboration between scientists and the knowledge management infrastructures allowing to combine presentation of new results, in-depth discussions, “user-friendly” introductions for young scientists, and meta-data to relate semantically similar
concepts or pieces of content. Today, there are no standard tools to insert, store and query such meta-data online, which mostly remains “in the heads of the experts” [2].

The organization of scientific information does not end with the generation of the scientific ontology. The second crucial element is a set of meaningful connections between such an ontology and the body of research material (papers, books, datasets, etc.). The challenge here is to connect semi-structured data to the natural language content of scientific papers through semantically meaningful relations. This creates a number of challenges to the current state-of-the-art in information retrieval, named entity recognition and disambiguation (since scientific concepts can have many different names and context-dependent meanings).

In this chapter, we tackle the problem of ontology-based tagging, i.e., of improving the relevance of automatically selected tags in large-scale ontology-based information systems. Contrary to traditional settings where tags can be chosen arbitrarily, we focus on the problem of recommending tags (e.g., scientific concepts) directly from a collaborative, user-driven ontology.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

- We formally define the task of ontology-based tagging and suggest standard metrics borrowed from Information Retrieval to evaluate it.

- We contribute a real document collection, a domain-specific ontology, and lists of expert-provided tags picked from the ontology and assigned to the documents as a standard evaluation collection for ontology-based tagging.

- We compare the effectiveness of standard Information Retrieval techniques (based on Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency) on our evaluation collection.

- We also compare the effectiveness of ontology-based techniques (e.g., based on ontological neighborhood or subsumption) and semantic clustering techniques (such as Latent Semantic Indexing and Dirichlet Allocation).

- Finally, based on the results of our experiments, we draw conclusions w.r.t. the practicality and usefulness of using a given technique for ontology-based tagging and discuss future optimizations that could be used to improve our results.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: We start by discussing related work in Section 6.2. We briefly present ScienceWISE, the infrastructure we leverage on for our experiments, and formally define the task we tackle in Section 6.3. We discuss our metrics and data sets in Section 6.4. We report on our experimental results and compare the effectiveness of various approaches for ontology-based tagging in Section 6.5, before concluding in Section 6.6.
6.2 Related Work

Research on tag recommendation can be classified into two main categories. A first class of approaches looks at the contents of the resources while a second one looks at the structure connecting users, resources, and tags. Examples of the former class include content-based filtering [93] and collaborative-filtering tag suggestion techniques [151]. Along similar lines, we previously experimented with tag propagation in document graphs in [22]. The latter class includes approaches that focus on the user rather than just providing tag recommendations given a resource. In [82], a set of candidate tags is created and then filtered based on choices made by the user in the past. FolkRank is an system based on a user-resource-tag graph [66]: it computes popularity scores for resources, users, and tags based on the well-known PageRank algorithm. The assumption is that the importance of resources and users propagates to tags.

Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of identifying the correct meaning of an ambiguous word (e.g., “bank” can indicate either a financial institution or a river bank). A common technique for WSD is to exploit the context of ambiguous words, that is, other words in its vicinity (e.g., in the same sentence). An approach following this idea has been used by in [14], where among all the possible senses for a word in WordNet [38], the correct one is chosen by measuring the distance (based on text similarity functions) between the word context and its synsets (i.e., the set of all synonyms for one sense).

Though tag recommendation and disambiguation have been studied extensively (both for free-text tagging and folksonomy systems), surprisingly little research has been carried-out for tag recommendation and disambiguation in a Semantic Web context. Contag [4] is an early system recommending tags by extracting topics using online Web 2.0 services and matching them to an ontology using string similarity. To the best of our knowledge, the present effort is the first systematic and repeatable experimental study of tag recommendation for large-scale and collaborative ontology-based information systems.

6.3 The ScienceWISE system

The ScienceWISE system allows a community of scientists, working in a specific domain, to generate dynamically as part of their daily work an interactive semantic environment, i.e., a field-specific ontology with direct connections to research artifacts (e.g., research papers) and scientific data management services. The central use-cases of ScienceWISE are discovery of relevant scientific papers, annotations (e.g., adding “supplementary material” or meta-data to scientific artifacts) and semantic bookmarking (e.g., creating virtual collections of research papers from arXiv [3]).

The system has been public since 2010 and is accessible by scientists via the website[^1], as well as via arXiv and the CERN Document Server[^2]. The system currently counts several hundred

[^1]: http://sciencewise.info/
[^2]: http://cds.cern.ch
active users (using the services on a regular basis), thousands of annotated papers, and is continuously receiving several new registrations daily.

The domain-specific ontology is central to our system and allows us to integrate all heterogeneous pieces of data and content shared by the users. Since the underlying domain of the ontology is often rapidly changing and only loosely-defined, the best way to keep it up to date is to crowdsource its construction through the community of expert scientists. To create the initial version of the ontology, we have performed a semi-automated import from many science-oriented ontologies and online encyclopedias. After this initial step, ScienceWISE users (who are domain experts) are allowed to edit elements of the ontology (e.g., adding new definitions or new relations) in order to improve both its quality and coverage. Presently, the ScienceWISE ontology counts more than 60’000 unique entries, each with its own definitions, alternative forms, and semantic relations to other entries.

In the context of this work, we focus on two important and related problems that we have to tackle in order to improve the user experience: tag recommendation and tag disambiguation. We note that those two tasks are key not only in our setting, but for all large-scale, collaborative and ontology-based information systems that are currently gaining momentum on the Internet.

### 6.3.1 Tag Recommendation

When users bookmark an arXiv paper, our system attempts to automatically select the most relevant tags for characterizing the paper. The tags in question are in our case scientific concepts (entities) that are defined in the ontology. A user-friendly interface allows then to correct the system recommendation, e.g., by adding relevant tags or removing irrelevant tags from the top-$k$ list that the system recommended.

More formally, the tag recommendation task can be defined as follows: a set of expert users bookmark scientific papers (documents) $\{d_1, \ldots, d_n\} \in D$. A ranked list of tags $(t^i_1, \ldots, t^i_m)$ is initially built for each paper $d_j$ by selecting tags from entities in the ontology $(t^i \in \mathcal{T} \forall i, j)$. This list is curated \textit{a posteriori} by the expert users. We write $T^j_{rel}$ to denote the set of relevant tags chosen by the experts for paper $d_j$. The other tags are defined as irrelevant: $T^j_{rel} \cap T^j \neq \emptyset$.

### 6.3.2 Tag Disambiguation

The second problem we tackle is tag disambiguation. Since the same textual term can refer to several different entities, it is often difficult to disambiguate isolated terms appearing in a paper. For instance, if \textit{anomaly} appears in the text of a scientific paper, should it be related to the \textit{quantum anomaly} concept, to \textit{experimental anomaly} or to \textit{reactor neutrino anomaly}? All are valid scientific concepts but are however very different semantically. Similarly, depending on the context the abbreviation \textit{DM} can mean \textit{Dark matter} (cosmology), \textit{Distance measure}...
(astronomy), or Density matrix (statistical mechanics).

The goal of this second task is to detect such cases and to develop methods to effectively predict which entity an isolated mention should be associated with. Obviously, this second task directly relates to our first task, since disambiguating tags produces more relevant results and hence improves the quality of tag recommendation in the end. Formally, given a term \( \tau \) appearing in the text of a paper and a set of automatically selected tags \( \{ t_1, \ldots, t_m \} \) corresponding to entities whose labels all contain the term \( \tau \), our goal is to automatically select the right tag(s) \( t \in T^I_{\tau_{\text{rel}}} \) corresponding to the correct semantics of the term as chosen by our expert users.

### 6.4 Experimental Setting

#### 6.4.1 Hypotheses

We consider the following hypotheses for the tag recommendation task: i) entities appearing in the title and the abstract of a paper are highly relevant to that paper, ii) excluding entities that are too generic yields better recommendations, and iii) using the structure of the ontology can help us recommend better tags. To evaluate these hypotheses, we compare eight different techniques in Section 6.5.1.

For the tag disambiguation task, we study whether applying clustering techniques on the papers using unambiguous entities as features allows us to disambiguate entities with a high accuracy. To evaluate this hypothesis, we test two clustering techniques (LDA and K-means) in Section 6.5.2.

#### 6.4.2 Metrics

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using four standard metrics borrowed from Information Retrieval:

**Precision@k** defined as the ratio between the number of relevant tags taken from the top-\( k \) recommended tags for document \( d_j \) and the number \( k \) of tags considered:  
\[
P@k = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} 1(t^i \in T^I_{\tau_{\text{rel}}})}{k} \text{(where } \mathbb{1}(\text{cond}) \text{ is an indicator function equal to 1 when } \text{cond} \text{ is true and 0 otherwise).}
\]

**Recall@k** defined as the ratio between the number of relevant tags in the top-\( k \) for document \( d_j \) and the total number of relevant tags:  
\[
R@k = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} 1(t^i \in T^I_{\tau_{\text{rel}}})}{|T^I_{\tau_{\text{rel}}}|}.
\]

**R-Precision** defined as Precision@\( R \), where \( R \) is the total number of relevant tags for document \( d_j \):  
\[
RP = P@|T^I_{\tau_{\text{rel}}}|.
\]

**Average Precision** defined as the average of Precision@k values calculated at each rank where
a relevant tag is retrieved over the total number of relevant tags: \[ AP = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{T_{rel}} P @ I(T_j \in T_{rel})}{|T_{rel}|}. \]

Those definitions are valid for a single document only. In the following, we also report values averaged over the entire document collection, e.g., Mean Average Precision (MAP) defined as: \[ MAP = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} AP_j. \] The metrics for tag disambiguation are derived similarly (see below Section 6.5.2).

### 6.4.3 Data Sets

We use real data as available on our platform for all our experiments. Our document collection contains all the articles bookmarked by our top-5 most prolific users. This represents 16,725 scientific papers and 15,083 tags representing 2,157 distinct scientific concepts (out of the 16,725 total number of concepts currently available in our field-specific ontology). If the same paper is bookmarked by more than one user, we take the union of tags as the relevant set of tags. For the tag disambiguation experiments, we based our experiments on 2,400 articles originating from 6 different top-categories on arXiv (400 articles per category). The experimental data we used for our experiments is available online\(^3\) for reproducibility purposes.

### 6.5 Experimental Results

We report below on our techniques and experimental results for tag recommendation and tag disambiguation.

#### 6.5.1 Recommending Tags

We compare eight different techniques for tag recommendation below. Most of our approaches are based on term-weighting \(^{126}\), which is a key technique used in most large-scale information retrieval systems. Basic term-weighting works as follows in our ontology-based context.

First, we create an index from the labels of all scientific concepts appearing in the ScienceWISE ontology by considering their stem using Porter’s suffix stripping \(^{110}\). Then, for each new bookmarked paper, we analyze all the terms appearing in the paper. Given the importance of acronyms in scientific papers, we first determine whether the term is an acronym or not by inspecting its length, capitalization, and by trying to match it to known terms\(^4\). Two cases can occur at this point: i) if the term is an acronym, we consider it as is and try to match it to our concept index ii) otherwise, the term is stemmed and then matched using an efficient exact string matching method \(^{75}\) to the concept index.

We give a brief description of the various methods we experimented with below. We note that

---


\(^4\)We consider that the term is an acronym if it is \(\sum 5\) letters, all capitalized, and if we cannot find it in the Ubuntu corpus of American words [http://packages.ubuntu.com/lucid/wamerican]
6.5. Experimental Results

Each of the following methods was carefully examined and optimized to yield the best possible results we could get after a series of tests (e.g., we use fine-grained document frequencies and optimal thresholds for all the methods below).

**tf:** Our first approach simply ranks potential tags by counting the number of matches between the terms appearing in the paper and the concept index. While basic, this approach performs relatively well in our context since we consider a restricted number of terms only (our matching process is *mediated* through the ontology). In a standard setting without a field-specific ontology, this approach would perform poorly.\(^5\)

**tfidf:** This second method extends the approach above by applying standard TF-IDF [127]. We use a fine-grained document frequency in this case, based on the top categories of papers in arXiv rather than the entire document collection (i.e., IDF is computed based on the papers that share the same arXiv topic as the paper being bookmarked), as this performs better in practice.

**tf_simpleIDF:** In the ScienceWISE ontology, some scientific concepts are marked as "basic". While legitimate, those concepts are deemed rather general by our users and nonspecific to any domain (*mass*, or *velocity* are two examples of such concepts). Under the `simpleIDF` scheme, IDF is not computed; rather, the system simply penalizes basic concepts and systematically puts them at the bottom of the ranked list (i.e., the ranked list of basic tags appears after the ranked list of other tags).

**tfidf_title:** The scientific terms that appear in titles and abstracts of the scientific papers often carry some special significance. Hence, we modify the TF-IDF ranking to promote the concepts appearing in the title into the top positions of the ranking list. Along similar lines, any concept appearing in the abstract has its TF score doubled (which also promotes it higher up in the list).

**tf_title:** The same as above, but discarding IDF and only taking into account TF when ranking.

**combined:** In this approach we combine `tfidf_title` but use `simpleIDF` to compute the document frequency. As we will see below, it only marginally impacts the effectiveness of the approach while drastically reducing computational complexity for large collections of papers. This is the ranking method that we have decided to deploy on our current production version of ScienceWISE.

**ont-depth:** Scientific concepts are often organized hierarchically in our ontology, with more specific, sub-concepts deriving from higher-level more general concepts. In this approach, we try to penalize more general concepts (that have a smaller depth in the ontology) and favor more specific concepts. More specifically, we penalize more generic concept by `c_depth/distance_from_root_concept` where `c_depth` is a constant (we use `c_depth = 1` below, which yields the best results in our setting).

---

\(^5\)It would lead to a MAP smaller than 1% in our case
ont-neighbor: Many scientific concepts are linked to further, related concepts in our ontology. Hence, we take advantage of the semantic graph connecting the concepts by improving the scores of those concepts that are direct neighbors of top- \( k \) ranked concepts. More specifically, we bump the ranking of direct neighbors of top-ranked concepts by \( +c_{\text{neighbor}} \) (we use \( c_{\text{neighbor}} = 3 \) below, which yields the best results in our setting).

Figure 6.1 compares our different approaches on a Precision vs Recall graph along with the overall results in terms of MAP and R-precision. Results for Precision@\( k \) are depicted on Figure 6.2.

We observe the following:

1. Simple TF ranking yields the worst precision. However, a relatively minor improvement (boosting rank of concepts that occur in the title and abstract, \( tf_{\text{title}} \)) greatly improves performance for low \( k \).

2. Performance of the \( tfidf_{\text{title}} \) is only marginally better than combined, with the latter one also being considerably faster (since the global IDF measure does not have to be computed). Both significantly outperform the standard \( tfidf \) ranking, which demonstrates that one can leverage the structure of scientific texts (where terms in the title and abstract are often very carefully chosen) in order to extract meaningful information.

3. The method leveraging the subsumption relations (\( ont-depth \)) performs surprisingly poorly. Further variants leveraging the subsumption hierarchies we experimented with behaved even worse. Choosing the right level in the hierarchy seems to be key, and hence favoring too
specific (or, conversely, too generic) concepts yields suboptimal results (that are either too specific, and thus unrelated to the paper being analyzed, or too generic and thus are deemed less relevant also).

4. The method based on concept neighborhood (ont-neighbor) performs relatively well but is not better than simpler methods. The problem in that case seems to lie in the semantics of the relations between the concepts, which are often arbitrary in our ScienceWISE ontology and hence interconnect semantically heterogeneous concepts. One way of correcting this would be to (automatically or manually) create additional same-as or see-also relationships in our ontology, and to leverage such relationships to return additional relevant results (we successfully applied such techniques recently on the LOD graph, see [139]).

In summary, the careful use of some specific properties of the ontology (e.g., basic concepts) together with information about position of the terms in the document (e.g., in the title or abstract) allows to significantly increase precision in comparison with the baseline methods (increasing MAP up to 70%).

### 6.5.2 Disambiguating Tags

In order to tackle our second problem, we have implemented a special interface, that permits users to confirm or provide a disambiguation for acronyms and ambiguous concepts when bookmarking a paper. To help the user in this task, we cluster the collection of bookmarked papers into topics in an attempt to guess the correct disambiguation. We start by experimenting with the following techniques:

---

**Figure 6.2 – Precision@k of our various ranking techniques for tag recommendation**
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lda: Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) \[18\] is a standard tool in probabilistic topic modeling. Applied to IR, LDA basically considers that each document is a mixture of a small number of topics and that each word is attributable to one of the topics. It is conceptually similar to probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, except that in LDA the topic distributions are assumed to have Dirichlet priors, which often leads to better results in practice. We have used the LDA implementation from the Mallet package\(^6\) in our experiments.

k-means: works similarly but takes advantage of the well-known k-means clustering technique to cluster the documents.

We consider our data set comprising papers from several disjoint arXiv subject classes\(^7\) and split these collections into clusters using LDA and K-Means algorithms. The number of clusters is chosen to be equal to those of primary arXiv subject classes. After clustering, each concept is assigned to a unique cluster, and each paper is annotated with one or more clusters with different probabilities. This way we can rank concepts that disambiguate terms according to the cluster probability of the paper.

The resulting accuracy of LDA-based disambiguation is impressive (75\%). One can in addition add ontological information to improve the disambiguation process and further boost the accuracy. For example, if among the concepts to disambiguate there is both a concept and subconcept (e.g. *power spectrum* and *matter power spectrum*) and if we provide the most specific concept, the accuracy raises to 88\%. We compare this to the standard k-means clustering algorithm, which only yields an accuracy of 47\%.

We evaluate our two disambiguation techniques on the test collection to see if they improve the effectiveness of tag recommendation. The Precision@k vs Recall@k graph is shown in Figure 6.3. On the graph, we additionally show the results of tag recommendation given perfect disambiguation (“GOLD disambiguation”). We observe that LDA-based disambiguation approach consistently outperforms the best approach without disambiguation (“tfidf_title”).

Composite Concepts

Another approach to the disambiguation problem we experimented with is based on mereology and composite concepts. Concepts in a scientific ontology can often be expressed as composites of some other ontological concepts. For example, a concept *mass of particle* is a composite of two basic scientific concepts: *mass* and *particle*. Very often composite concepts are presented in many different textual forms. Moreover, it is custom to “shorten” the term (e.g. use *mass* instead of *mass of a star*, or simply *cluster* instead of *galaxy cluster*). Although this situation is formally similar to the previous one, it is impossible to guess what concepts should be disambiguated.

---

\(^6\)http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/

\(^7\)Each paper on arXiv belongs to one or several Subject classes, chosen by the authors of the paper
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We have tested a hypothesis that one-word concepts more often have a “generic meaning” than their many-words counterparts. If this is really the case, a proper tuning of the IDF function would be able to improve the ranking significantly. To determine whether this is indeed the case, we considered the document frequency (DF) distribution for the one-word concepts used as tags. The normalized DF on the x-axis is defined as

\[
\text{normalized DF} = \log_{1.5} \left( \frac{\text{number of docs. containing a concept}}{\text{total number of docs. in collection}} \times 10^5 \right)
\]  

The corresponding histograms are shown in Figure 6.4 where one can see (quite surprisingly) that the DF distribution for “correct” and “incorrect” concepts are roughly the same (although the correct ones are shifted somewhat to the lower DF region). Therefore, the one-word concepts bear no clear correlation with the document frequency. Based on these results, we
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Figure 6.5 – Comparison of acceptance/rejection rate as a function of position in the ranking list before and after penalization of one-word concepts. Left panel shows change of the rejection rate for all concepts, right panel demonstrates rejection rate for one-word concepts.

decided to implement a simple strategy that penalizes one-word concepts that appear in positions 6 and below in our tf_baseline ranking. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 6.5. Applied on our tag recommendation strategy, such a disambiguation approach yields and improvement in MAP of about 0.5% on average.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of ontology-based tagging of scientific papers. We compared the effectiveness of various methods to recommend and disambiguate tags within a large-scale information system. Compared to classic tag recommendation, the proposed techniques select tags directly from a collaborative, user-driven ontology. Extensive experiments have shown that the use of a community-authored ontology together with information about the position of the concepts in the documents allows to significantly increase precision over standard methods. Also, several more specific techniques such as ontology-based neighborhood selection, LDA classification and one-word-concept penalization for tag disambiguation yield surprisingly good results and collectively represent a good basis for further experimentation and optimizations.
In this thesis, we investigated, designed, and evaluated a number methods and algorithms to mine structured data from unstructured sources. We made a series of contributions in Named Entity Recognition, Entity Disambiguation and Coreference Resolution. These tasks represent some of the core tasks of modern *Knowledge Extraction systems*. In particular, we explored Named Entity Recognition and Entity Disambiguation in the domain of idiosyncratic data. Additionally, we presented a next-generation system for scientific literature discovery and organization, ScienceWISE, whose development we also participated in. We believe that the approaches we introduced in this thesis contribute to the construction of high-quality Knowledge Graphs.

We started by tackling the problem of Named Entity Recognition in idiosyncratic domains in Chapter 3, motivated by the low quality of traditional NER systems on domain-specific data. We leveraged n-gram statistics over a collection of scientific papers on related topics to extract candidate named entities and then applied machine learning techniques to distill high-quality named entities from the candidates. Next, we proposed novel approaches for entity disambiguation in Chapter 4 that exploit both collection statistics as well as entity relations from the background ontology graph. We thoroughly evaluated and compared our approaches to more state-of-the-art techniques on two datasets taken from different scientific areas.

Subsequently, we turned our attention to the coreference resolution problem. In Chapter 5 we designed a new system, which added a semantic layer to a state-of-the-art coreference resolution system. Our method exploited semantic similarities of co-referring mentions and re-grouped them accordingly, which allowed us to outperform the state-of-the-art baseline.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we presented a next-generation system for discovery and organization of scientific literature, ScienceWISE. Discovery of new papers is one of the most important functionalities of the system. ScienceWISE allows to discover new articles based on collections of entities extracted from other relevant papers. Another feature of the system is paper organization via entity-centric tagging. In Chapter 6, we explored different strategies to
improve the tagging process and evaluated them on a collection taken directly from users interacting with the system.

7.1 Future Work

There are many research directions that are worth investigating in order to improve and develop new Knowledge Extraction and Discovery systems. In the following, we present some compelling ideas that could be pursued as an extension of this work, together with ideas that would require new platforms and knowledge extraction mechanisms.

7.1.1 Towards Integrated Text-to-Knowledge-Graph Platforms

The solutions to Knowledge Extraction tasks studied throughout this thesis were designed individually; Combined, they can form the basis of a novel knowledge extraction platform that offers modular mining of structured data from unstructured sources. Modularity will allow such a platform to activate individual solutions flexibly and create pipelines depending on the application at hand.

Furthermore, it is now possible to construct large of probabilistic graphs similar to the Knowledge Vault [33] directly from unstructured data. While this process can be seen as a one-off procedure, it can also benefit from a continuous iterative approach that updates the probabilistic knowledge graph every time new data arrives or there is a change in existing data and/or extraction algorithms. At the same time, a continuous extraction approach raises efficiency questions. The changes in the underlying data or the algorithms will require the knowledge graph to be updated, but re-running the complete extraction pipeline on a large-scale dataset from scratch could be time-consuming. We expect these issues to foster research on various optimizations on how to handle partial data changes in the most efficient manner.

7.1.2 Multi-Domain Knowledge Graphs

As discussed in Chapter 3, our machine learning classifier for candidate entities inferred different predictive features for documents coming from different idiosyncratic domains. In fact, we had to train classifiers individually for each collection to achieve the best results. Thus, robust performance of cross-domain Knowledge Extraction still requires additional improvements. Potentially, we need some more elaborated features that will work across the domains and a seed list of domain-independent extraction patterns as in [36].

Many attempts have been made to build knowledge graphs focused on molecular biology, such as genes and proteins, to mine interactions between proteins [58, 113]. Recently, there has been a larger effort to create a one-stop portal for a much wider range of entities and relations for life sciences. The proposed system, called KnowLife [35], uses seed facts and relational patterns to mine information about diseases, symptoms, drugs, side effects, and
more. It uses unstructured data from Web Portals in addition to scientific literature for its extraction mechanism, which is based on a small set of seed facts.

Medical knowledge also became a big market opportunity for major commercial players such as IBM and Google. Google, for example, in partnership with Mayo Clinic, started to populate its Knowledge Graph with healthcare decease data such as common symptoms, treatments, typical age group affected by the condition\(^1\). On the other side, IBM’s Watson Health\(^2\) targets doctors and healthcare providers to provide a decision support system based on their Watson technology. We expect the trend of fusing multi-domain data into knowledge graphs to continue and expect more domain-agnostic knowledge extraction methods to be developed.

### 7.1.3 Entity Disambiguation and Linking

In Chapter 4, we described and evaluated several approaches for Entity Disambiguation in relatively long, properly written texts, like abstracts of scientific papers in our case. As we saw, these texts typically contained 4 to 5 entity mentions, often more, which allowed us to disambiguate entity mentions based on other entities. Short textual content is a new frontier for modern Entity Linking, and is booming on various microblogging platforms, such as Twitter and Tumblr. Twitter is particularly interesting for many organizations, as it allows to monitor various events at a global scale. Posts in Twitter rarely contain more than one entity in it, thus entity disambiguation methods that rely on other entities in the text need to find new ways to disambiguate them. Moreover, due to the limited length of the tweets, entity labels also get shortened to new previously unseen forms. As a consequence, we need new methods to effectively identify entities in short textual documents; for example, pre-grouping documents based on certain document attributes (e.g., hashtags or authors of tweets) could be explored in this context.

### 7.1.4 Crowdsourcing for Knowledge Acquisition

Although we did not directly discuss crowdsourcing in this thesis (as we were mostly interested in automated knowledge extraction methods), it can be used as a powerful instrument to extract very precise and high-quality information. Crowdsourcing is already extensively used in knowledge extraction for annotating data with ground-truth information, e.g., when annotating texts with entities [139, 138]. However, it can be also used to harvest additional knowledge at scale. Vaish et al [146], for instance, recently proposed a crowdsourcing methodology via short queries on mobile phones for tasks such as census of local human activity, rating stock photos, or extracting structured data from Wikipedia pages. This way, we think crowdsourcing could be used to complete information in Knowledge Graphs at scale; for example, via queries targeted to collect information about local entities, such as businesses and organizations.

\(^1\) https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2015/02/health-info-knowledge-graph.html
7.2 Outlook

The advent of Knowledge Graphs represent a landmark in the way we work with and process unstructured data. Knowledge Graphs can power many downstream applications including deep interpretation of natural language, semantic search and big data analytics over uncertain contents [136, 148]. Personal, user-centric Knowledge Graphs can be constructed from voice interactions with an intelligent assistance system [81]. Another domain of interest that emerged from large-scale knowledge extraction is smart assistants, i.e., intelligent systems that aim to bring the necessary information or take a certain action for an end-user via natural language interactions. Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana and Google Now are a few products that answer user queries by leveraging the companies’ respective Knowledge Graphs. In the future, we expect knowledge extraction methods to be developed further and allow Knowledge Graphs to grow, both in the number of different entity properties they hold and in the knowledge domains they cover. At the same time, many entities and properties in Knowledge Graphs will be encoded in a probabilistic manner, and will constantly evolve and change over time to reflect the changes in the underlying data.
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